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L i Gowrmor. State of Wisconsin

Dear Friends:

The energy outlook in Wisconsin is bright. Wisconsin does notface, and is unlikely

ever to face, energy challenges like those confronting California. This is more than

a matter of happenstance. It results insteadfrom a long history of good public

policy wise regulatory choices, forward looking industry executives and a healthy

conservation ethic. Wisconsinfaces thefuturefrom a position of strength, based in

good part on the competitive advantage we have developed in energy supplies.

_r But times are changing. The issues facing the energy industry are not the same as

they were in previous years. Strategies and policies that were successful in the past

will not necessarily work today. This is why I have undertaken thefirst comprehensive review of

state energy policy in decades.

This policy statement identifies the key issues we must address and provides the strategic

guidance needed to attract the high tech, knowledge-basedfirms and jobs that will be the heart

of the New Economy of the 21st Century. It will also protect the environment that makes

Wisconsin such a great place to live.

The strategic direction established in this statement will continue Wisconsin's long tradition of

sound energy and economic policy well into the future. I hope you will share my optimism that,

by working together, we can assure a bright energyfuturefor our children and their children.

Thank you for taking the time to learn more about energy in Wisconsin.

Sincerely

Scott McCallum

Governor
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The people of Wisconsin are concerned about

the future availability of reliable, clean and

reasonably priced energy We have watched as

California struggles with recurring electricity

shortages and price volatility. That state's major

utilities have entered bankruptcy. Here at home,

the memory of last winter's price spikes for

heating fuel reminds us, once again, that energy

cannot be taken for granted. More recently we

have seen increased price volatility in the

gasoline markets.

Wisconsin is not in, or even near, a California-

like state of crisis. Wisconsin faces energy issues

from a position of strength, born of a long

history of thoughtful energy policy that has

produced some of the lowest electricity rates in

the nation. Our strong history of energy

efficiency programs and protection of our most

vulnerable residents also positions us well to face

the energy issues of the new millennium.

As we look to this summer, the Public Service

Commission of Wisconsin is optimistic that the

state's electricity providers have enough generating

and transmission capacity to meet our needs. This

includes a 20 percent reserve margin to deal with

unforeseen problems or contingencies.

In the longer term, our economy remains strong

and has been growing at a rate exceeding the

national average since the late 1980s. We have

also managed to maintain a reliable energy

supply and a strong economy without sacrificing

our environment Total air pollutants in

Wisconsin have declined approximately 25

percent over the past 15 years.

However, this is not a time for complacency. We

face serious issues that could challenge our

ability to maintain and continually improve our

quality of life. Many of these issues will involve

very difficult decisions.

Wisconsin is preparing new regulations to reduce

the amount of mercury released into our air. Coal

combustion (which fuels about 64 percent of

Wisconsin's electricity generation) is the largest

source of mercury emissions. Some people fear

that overly restrictive or poorly designed

regulations could severely disrupt the ability of

Wisconsin power producers to generate

electricity at acceptable rates.

Wisconsin depends on outside sources for almost

all its fuel and a significant portion of its

electricity. We know that the electric

transmission grid is currently inadequate to
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transport the electricity we count on. There is

also some question about the adequacy of the;

natural gas pipeline system to keep up with the

forecasted rapid growth in the demand for gas.

Energy resources will be of little value if we don't

have ready access to them.

Even many who accept the need for growth in

our energy infrastructure object to the location of

transmission or generation facilities in their own

neighborhood. Siting issues have become

increasingly contentious for almost every type

energy infrastructure improvement.

None of these issues will go away, but each can

be dealt with through a concerted effort of

government working with individuals and

businesses to reach mutually beneficial

resolution. That is what this energy policy is'all

about; working together to secure the benefits of

dean, safe energy.

Wisconsin must pursue a strong energy policy

that serves the economic interests of the state

and preserves our resources and environment.

Last year's economic summit, hosted by the

University of Wisconsin Board of Regents and

the UW System, highlighted this when' it'

identified as a key action item, the need to

Strengthen Wisconsin's infrastructure in

energy (through a 'reliable energy' policy) to

ensure future conditions for growth."'

Following this counsel, and after reviewing our

strengths and the threats facing us, Governor

McCallum has chosen to develop a proactive

energy policy that will:

- Allow Wisconsin families to actively participate

in the knowledge-based economy and society

of the 21st century

* Support Wisconsin firms that create jobs by

supplying goods and services to energy-related

industries worldwide

* Help Wisconsin's energy using industries

remain competitive nationally and globally

* Attract the knowledge-based industries and

jobs that'the University of Wisconsin economic

summit identified as vital to the future of

Wisconsin

This energy policy is founded on five strategic

objectives:

* Define and maintain the appropriate balance

between the economy, energy and the

environment. No single one of these elements

of public policy should be considered apart

from the others.

* Expand electric generation infrastructure and

modernize existing generation plants.

* Improve the infrastructure to efficiently

transport energy resources, both natural gas

and electricity.

* Maintain or bioaden the existing diversity of

fuels that meet Wisconsin's energy needs.

*'Ensure that energy efficiency, conservation and

renewable energy play a significant role in

Wisconsin's energy policy.

II 
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This energy policy includes a series of specific

recommendations to achieve these objectives.

Among the most important are:

* Wisconsin will take steps to assure the addition

of at least 6,300 MW of additional electric

capacity by 2016. in addition to that mandated

by 1999 Wisconsin Act 9.

* The PSC, DNR and DOA will jointly study the

effects of proposed mercury regulations on the

existing coal-produced electric generation

capacity. Their study should lead to a policy

that combines sound economics with

environmental protection.

* The PSC should assess proposed state agency

rules to determine their impact on the state's

energy policies. If the impact is significant, the

PSC should prepare and provide an energy

impact statement to the proposing agency. The

energy impact statement should also be

available to the legislature as it considers the

proposed rule.

* Wisconsin will quickly move ahead with the

most effective and acceptable proposal to

increase transmission capacity to ensure the

state's electric reliability needs are met.

* The PSC and Wisconsin gas utilities will study

the long-term demand forecasts for natural gas

and the capacity of the existing pipeline system

to meet that demand.

* Wisconsin will assure that state residents do

not face threats to their health or safety due to

an inability to afford energy services.

* The PSC will review state policies toward the

structure of the electric utility industry and the

status of electric utility restructuring activity

around the nation. This review will provide

Wisconsin policy-makers with the knowledge

to protect Wisconsin families and assure that

the appropriate infrastructure is in place prior

to any changes in the industry structure.

* The Wisconsin Legislature will be asked to

significantly reduce the tax rate on gross

revenies from wholesale electricity sales from

3.19 percent to 1.59 percent, as recommended

in the Governor's Biennial Budget request.

* The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program' will

work to transform the markets for energy

efficient goods and services so that consumers

regularly demand, and suppliers regularly offer,

energy efficient goods and services as part of

normal market transactions.

* The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

incorporate a strong public education and

awareness component

* Wisconsin will identify and capture the full

range of benefits to be achieved through the

wise use of energy. Energy efficiency and

renewable programs can and must meet a

cost/benefit standard that reflects an acceptable

rate of return on the investment of public funds.

* Wisconsin's Cooperative Educational Service

Agencies will accelerate their work to

incorporate energy efficiency measures into the

construction and renovation of school buildings.
I).
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* The Department of Natural Resources, the PSC

and the DOA will continue their efforts to

coordinate environmental compliance, energy

regulation and energy efficiency efforts.

* The departments of Commerce and.

Administration will explore the creation of a

"Power Quality Park' to provide highly reliable,

ultra high quality power to high technology. and

other electricity dependent firms.

* Provide $4.0 million this biennium, as

recommended in the Governor's Biennial

Budget request, to reduce the dangers and costs

of stray voltage by making assistance available

to farms with defective wiring.

* Wisconsin will fund the 20 cent a gallon

ethanol producers' incentive as recommended

in the Governor's Biennial Budget request to

provide S3 million for FY 2003.

I Wisconsin Focus on Energy Is a comprehensive family of energy efficiency programs (or Wisconsin residents and businesses. Wisconsin Focus on
Ene.-y programs will begin operation In most are2s or the state this summer and faIL For more Inormation, call 1-800-762.7077 or visit
wwwwlfocusonenergy~com. Focus on Energy programs may not be available In areas of the state served by municipal electric utilities or electric
cooperatives. Those utilities will offer similar programs In their communities.
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Within Wisconsin's borders lie a wealth of

natural, economic and human resources.

Ensuring that these resources are used wisely and

to the benefit of all residents requires reliable,

affordable and clean energy. To provide this,

Wisconsin must pursue a strong energy policy

that will serve the economic interests of the state

at the same time that it preserves Wisconsin's

environment. The wise and efficient use of

energy will provide lasting benefits, not only to

our current residents, but to our children and

their children.

Last November, the University of Wisconsin

Board of Regents and the UW System hosted an

economic summit to discuss the future of

Wisconsin's economy. Of the areas identified as

key to Wisconsin's long term economic success,

enhancing key infrastructures was near the top of

the list. Summnit participants highlighted the need

to 'strengthen Wisconsin's infrastructure in

telecommunications, air service and energy

(through a 'reliable energy' policy) to ensure

future conditions for growth." If Wisconsin is to

develop a strategy to be a full participant and

leader in the 'New Economy," a strong energy

policy is a critical component of that strategy.

We have long relied on the availability of energy

to heat, cool and light our homes. Recently, as

the microchip has permeated more and more

aspects of our society, we find ourselves

dependent on electricity for everything from

VCRs, telephones and faxes to computerized

home security systems. Electronic technology

now connects our homes to friends, relatives and

acquaintances around the globe. We simply

cannot maintain a modern, connected lifestyle

without ready access to reliable and affordable

energy. And we cannot assure that access without

a forward looking energy policy.

We are well prepared to do this. A long history of

sound energy policy permits us to work from a

position of strength as we deal with issues of

energy costs, electric reliability and alternative

fuels. A strong energy policy will support the

Wisconsin firms that create jobs by supplying

goods and services to energy-related industries

worldwide. It will also help Wisconsin's energy

using industries remain competitive nationally

and globally.

Chapter 1 1
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Strategic Objectives Guidelines

7Thiis policy makes recommendations that are

practical and achievable, at the same time

recognizing that physical, social, economic and

political factors influence resource use, economic

growth and environmental quality.

Our energy policy must achieve five strategic

objectives if we are to meet our goals:

1. Define and maintain the appropriate balance

between the economy, energy and the

environment. No single one of these elements

of public policy should be considered apart

from the others.

2. Expand electric generation infrastructure and

modernize existing generation plants.

3. Improve the infrastructure to efficiently

transport energy resources, both natural gas

and electricity

4. Maintain or broaden the existing diversity of

fuels that meet Wisconsin's energy needs.

5. Ensure that energy efficiency, conservation and

renewable energy play a significant role ini

Wisconsin's energy policy.

In redefining Wisconsin's energy policy to meet

these goals in the face of the challenges of the new

century, this statement identifies the following

guiding principles for policy development.

1. Wisconsin will strive to use fossil fuels

efficiently and increase the use of renewable

energy, where cost effective, to enhance the

overall quality of life in Wisconsin.

2. Market forces and informed consumer choices

will be utilized to meet Wisconsins energy goals.

3. Wisconsin will continue to foster public/private

partnerships to improve communication and

implement energy initiatives.

4. Wisconsin will lead by example in government

operations.

5. Energy education and public awareness will be

increased throughout the state.

6. Wisconsin energy policy will ensure reliable,

affordable, safe and clean energy services for

everyone, regardless of their income or

economic status.

The recommendations in this energy policy

report will help Wisconsin achieve our goals.

Still, success will require a coordinated, long

term effort by government, business, citizen

leaders and each of us. Achieving these goals will

result in a stronger economy and a cleaner

environment for Wisconsin.

2 
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Goals

Wisconsin statutes [S.1.12(3)1 specify three goals

for Wisconsin energy policy:

1. Reduce the ratio of energy consumption to

economic activity. The Department of

Administration (DOA) estimates that it is cost

effective to increase the historic rate at which

Gross State Product (GSP) has grown relative

to energy use from 1.2 percent to 1.5 percent

per year (Figure 1.1).

2. Increase the use of cost effective

renewable resources in Wisconsin. 1999

Wisconsin Act 9 requires that renewable

energy make up 2.2 percent of retail electric

sales in Wisconsin by 2012.

3. Expand Wisconsin's forested areas to

ensure a future supply of wood fuel and

reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide.

Wisconsin's forests are a valuable resource.

They absorb emissions that contribute to

global warming, supply fuel to heat homes

and run industrial processes, and furnish

materials for buildings and making paper.

Figure 1.1

Economic Activity

per unit of Energy
In Wisconsin

(Percent change
from 1970)
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Figure 2.1

Total 1999
Wisconsin Resource
Energy Use

(including
transportation
sector)

(Trillions of Btu)

533 (31%

Natural Ga -O
381 (22%)

Scuma
Wisconsin Dihion of Energy

Figure 2.2

1999 Wisconsin
Electric Utility
Fuel Use

Coal
74%0

Wisconsin is fortunate to possess a wide variety

. of natural resources. However, 96 percent of our

e rnergy comes from imported fuels (Figure 2.1).

Fortunately, no one fuel dominates the state's energy

rnix, but the reliance on imported fuel continues to

place Wisconsin's economy at risk to market

volatility in energy price and
Renewables

7-(4%) supply, as demonstrated in

124 (7%) the past two years. Greater

Elee~tric reliance on energy efficiency

10 ) and locally available

Petroleum renewable resources would

reduce these risks.

Fuel Supply Diversity

The state's utilities presently use a broad mix of

fuels to produce electricity (Figure 2.2).

Understanding fuel price volatility is critical to

long-term energy planning. It is a critical

component of reliability and helps avoid the

price volatility that can result from over-reliance

on a single fuel. The appropriate balance between

coal, nuclear, natural gas, hydro and renewable

fuels will remain of intense concern to Wisconsin

policy makers. The balance between cost,

availability and environmental impact is not an

easy one to strike. Nevertheless, we must find

that balance.

It is encouraging to note that Wisconsin utilities

and independent power producers (IPPs) are

working on plans that would add needed

generation capacity, improve existing plants and

include a mix of fuel sources for that new

generation.

Continued dependence on imported fuel will also

-make Wisconsin's economy vulnerable to non-

market supply and price disruptions triggered by

external factors such is international events and

extreme weather conditions. These factors

combine to make the case

Hydro that we must seek cost

effective opportunities to

_ / 21X save energy and increase

Natural ,the use of renewable energy
P~jrGas & oil

2% resources to mitigate these

risks. In addition,

Wisconsin needs to diversify its energy resources

in a manner that makes economic and environ-

mental sense both today and in the future.

Sowun:
Wiconfsin Dhlon of Energy
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Petroleum

Figure 2.3

1999 Wisconsin
Petroleum Use

In 1999, the United States imported over half the

petroleum it used. Although increased domestic

exploration, and production on federal lands,

offshore and in Alaska, may help reduce our

dependence on imported oil, it will not eliminate

that dependence.

Electric Utlity The Organization of

a Petroleum Exporting

37(7%) Countries (OPEC)
n Com.-erdal

i12(%) currently produces about
~i-Inclustflal

21 (4%) 40 percent of the world's

AgcltltJ%&I oil and holds more than

three quarters of the

world's proven reserves. Therefore, OPEC will

continue to be a major player in determining

petroleum prices. Our efforts in Wisconsin must

be to use petroleum as efficiently as possible and,

where possible, transfer use to Wisconsin

___J. ____..Al-- --- I -_l ._1_

with oil declined (Figure 2.4). Then in the 1990s

Wisconsin petroleum use increased as economic

activity increased, the efficiency of new vehicles

leveled off and purchases of pickup trucks,

minivans and SUNs increased.

The percentage of Wisconsin households heating

with oil has fallen dramatically, from 39.2 percent

in 1970 to 8 percent in 2000. Currently,

approximately 165,000 Wisconsin households

heat with oil.

Wisconsin is served by six major refined

petroleum pipelines.

* Westshore pipeline brings refined products
from Illinois to Milwaukee and Green Bay.

* Badger pipeline brings refined products from
Illinois to Madison.

* Koch pipeline brings refined products from
Koch's refinery in the Twin Cities to Waupun,
Madison and Milwaukee.

Transportation-
422 (83%)

Source:
Wiconsln DMslon, of Energy

)

* Koch pipeline brings LPG to Junction City.
Figure 2.4 produced renewaole muels. I

Wisconsin Williams pipeline brings gasoline and heating
Petroleum Use In Wisconsin, petroleum use peaked in 1978 and oil to Chippewa Falls and Wausau.
Over Time then decreased as automobiles became more fuel- The Mid-America pipeline brings LPG into

(Trillions of Btu) efficient and the number of households heating Janesville.
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Figure 2.5

1999 Wisconsin
Natural Gas Use
by Sector

Industrial'
149 (9%))

Commerdial
89 (23%)

Solucn
Wiscorsin Dslon of Energy

The only petroleum refinery in Wisconsin is the

Murphy refinery in Superior, which obtains

crude oil from Canada.

Natural Gas

The United States produces 85 percent of its

natural gas and imports most of the remainder

from Canada. In 1999, natural gas provided

slightly over 22 percent of the resource energy

used in the United States, as well as

in Wisconsin.

Historically, natural gas has heated Wisconsin

homes and buildings, and powered the state's

industrial processes. A relatively small amount (4%)

has been used to generate

Es~ M ' electricity (Figure 2.5).
E~e Elec Utility;

1.(-) Natural gas use varies

.j over time, primarily as a

_ ResIdential function of the weather
129 (34%)

and the level of economic

activity. Also, the efforts

of state citizens and industry to use natural gas

more efficiently have helped to moderate the'

demand. However, power plants and Industry,

both nationally and in Wisconsin, have

recently increased their use of natural gas to
*- -

generate electricity.

The spike in national natural gas prices during

the winter of 2000-01 has been aitributed to

colder winter weather and increased use of

natural gas to power new electricity generating

facilities (natural gas turbines). During the'

summer of 2000, natural gas that normally:

would have been stored underground for winter

space heating was used instead to generate

electricity, to cool homes during the summer.

This tug-of-war over the use of natural gas is

reflected in the wholesale price of natural gas. In

January 2001 the wholesale price of natural gas

was four times higher than the previous January.

The U.S. Department of Energy's Energy

Information Adrninistration (ETA) forecasts a 62

percent increase in U.S. natural gas use over the

next 20 years (1999-2020), with electricity

generation accounting for 57 percent of the

increase. However, in the last 30 years (1970-

1999), U.S. natural gas use (and supply)

increased only 1.8 percent. The recent jump in

natural gas prices is a strong indication that

providing the volumes of natural gas needed in

the future will be neither easy nor inexpensive.

Adequate supplies of reasonably priced natural

gas are crucial to heat Wisconsin households and

fuel its industries. Uncertainty about future

supplies of natural gas, as demand increases,

requires further diversification of Wisconsin's fuel

mix and using natural gas resources as efficiently

as possible.

In late 2000, a natural gas pipeline from Canada

to Chicago was completed. This pipeline

provided an additional source of natural gas to

compete with supplies from Texas, Oklahoma

and the Gulf Coast. Currently, small amounts of

natural gas transported on the new pipeline are

re-shipped to Wisconsin on the ANR pipeline.

Also, a consortium of companies has proposed

6 .Chapter 2
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Figure 2.6

Major Natural
Gas Pipelines
In Wisconsin

Sowred
V.connsi Oivislon of Energy

building the Guardian pipeline (Figure 2.6),

which would transport natural gas from the

Chicago hub to southeastern Wisconsin. The

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)

has approved construction of the Guardian

pipeline. Right-of-way acquisition has begun and

preliminary construction is

expected to begin in the spring

of 2002, with the pipeline

completed and transporting

natural gas by the end of

Proposed November 2002. The maximum

peak day capacity of Guardian

would be approximately 750

million cubic feet of natural gas. The existing

ANR pipeline segment entering southeastern

Wisconsin has delivered on a peak day

approximately 1,085 million cubic feet of natural

gas. When Guardian is constructed, pipeline

capacity into southeastern Wisconsin will be

increased significantly.

The Public Service Commission of Wisconsin

(PSC) recently approved a proposal by Wisconsin

Gas Company to construct a 33-mile pipeline

extension in Wisconsin to

connect with the Guardian

31 .. pipeline. The connection is
:' -51 8

518 , scheduled be completed at

approximately the same time the

Guardian line is ready. The

addition of another pipeline to serve the state will

increase competition, restrain prices, and provide

electricity generation through natural gas

turbines. This will be a welcome supply option

for the winter heating season of 2002-2003.

Currently, ANR is the major natural gas pipeline

serving eastern Wisconsin. Recently, ANR has

been transporting increasing amounts of natural

gas to power natural gas turbines for electricity

generation. In the last three years, ten new

natural gas turbines have been added, generating

almost 1,300 MW of power. These ten generating

facilities all rely on ANR to transport natural gas

to their facilities (Table 2.1). If all ten facilities

operated continuously for 24 hours, they would

use about 300 billion Btu of natural gas, the

equivalent amount of energy needed to heat

6,000 new Wisconsin homes for a whole year.

There are 17 other natural gas turbine generating

facilities under consideration in Wisconsin, with

7,052 MW of total capacity (see Table 3.1, page

19). While not all of these proposed facilities are

likely to be constructed, natural gas use for

electricity generation in Wisconsin will increase.

Western Wisconsin is served by the Northern

Natural and Viking pipelines. Currently, the

natural gas supply to western Wisconsin is

constrained and, in places, slows the expansion

of natural gas dependent industries. The

relatively low population density in that part of

the state and the cost of increasing pipeline

capacity make it problematic to increase pipeline

capacity in the area.

)

Table 2.1

Natural Gas

Turbines

2B;20000 A 5.

200 _ S _ .

i
greater security of supplies and the ability to more

easily accommodate growth and increased

chapter 2 
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In the past, the PSC has not conducted studies to

project Wisconsin's future natural gas demand or

the ability of existing and projected pipeline

capacity to meet that demand. Adequate supplies

of natural gas for Wisconsin residents,

commercial and industrial business and for

electricity generation are important to the state's

continued economic well-being. The recent

construction of several natural gas turbines and

the planned construction of more, combined with

the state's growing population and expanding

economy require Wisconsin to take a careful look

at our natural gas supply and demand forecasts.

The PSC and Wisconsin gas utilities will

study long-term demand forecasts for natural

gas and the capacity of the existing pipeline

system to meet that demand.

Sulfur dioxide emissions from coal burning have

decreased dramatically since the mid-1980s

(Figure 2.7). The reduction was a response to

state legislation to limit the effects of acid rain on

Wisconsin's environment. The state's utilities

shifted from high sulfur, eastern U.S. coal to low

sulfur, western U;S. coal. Today, nearly 85

percent of the coal burned by Wisconsin's electric

utilities comes from the Powder River Basin coal

deposit in Wyoming.

Wisconsin's annual consumption of 26 million

tons of coal generates about two million tons of

coal ash. Our electric utilities have developed

techniques to reburn ash from old ash disposal

sites. The purpose is to both use the energy

content of unburned coal and modify the chemical

nature of the new ash stream so that it can be sold

for use in other products. These include concrete

filler, soil conditioner, highway and railroad

embankmeht material and Portland cement.

Wisconsin utilities have established themselves

as leaders in other areas of coal technology. In

response to a federal request for clean coal

technology proposals, Alliant Energy has

proposed a combustion initiative to lower

emissions and improve the performance of coal-

fired power plants. The combustion initiative has

the potential to reduce nitrogen oxide (NOx)

emissions at costs substantially less than existing

alternatives and with much lower operation and

maintenance costs.-

Figure 2.7

Sulfur Dioxide
Emissions
and Coal Use,
1980-1999

Coal

Wisconsin's primary fuel for electricity generation

is coal. Almost all of Wsconsin's coal consumption

is used to generate electricity or make paper.

Boo , -,. 550

70 _500
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Source:.
Wisconsin Division of Energy
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i Since 1984, the U.S. government, private

companies and individual states have invested $5.4

billion in the Clean Coal Technologies (CCT)

program through 38 projects. The CCT program

provides a range of advanced electric power

options for repowering old plants or for new

generation. President Bush's National Energy Policy

recommends supporting the CCT program with

further funding to develop new, dean technologies.

Nuclear

Wisconsin's second most widely used fuel for

generating electricity is nuclear energy.

Wisconsin plants include two reactors at Point

Beach operated by Wisconsin Electric Power Co.,

and a third reactor at Kewaunee, operated by

Wisconsin Public Service Corp. All of these

reactors were purchased and began operation in

the early 1970s. After the Three-Mile Island

incident in 1979, both the Wisconsin Legislature

and the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin

passed moratoria on the construction of nuclear

plants in Wisconsin. The three operating plants

currently face two major issues.

Relicensing: Federal licenses for Point Beach

and Kewaunee come up for renewal in 2010 and

2013, respectively. The relicensing process is

lengthy. If Wisconsin's nuclear power plants are

not relicensed, they would need to be shut down

and decommissioned.

Spent Nuclear Fuel: The Nuclear Waste Policy

Act of 1982 and its 1987 amendments require

the U.S. Department of Energy to locate, build

and operate a repository for used nuclear fuel. To

pay for the permanent repository, the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act established the Nuclear Waste

Fund. Since 1982, electricity consumers have

paid into the fund, which now totals more than

$16 billion. However, because Congress has not

yet determined a permanent site, most used fuel

is temporarily stored on-site at nuclear power

plants. Power plant owners absorb the cost of

on-site storage, despite the fact that they have

already paid the federal government to perform

removal and storage services. The U.S.

Department of Energy must begin implementing

the federal obligation to remove spent nuclear

fuel from electric utility reactor sites and dispose

of the fuel at a permanent repository.

Renewable Energy

Renewable energy supplies approximately four

percent of Wisconsin's energy. These resources

are extremely diverse and widely available in the

form of biomass, wind, solar, hydroelectric power

and geothermal-aided heat pump applications.

Wisconsin's renewable energy use will likely

increase in the future due to technology maturity,

state legislation and higher traditional fuel prices.

1997 Wisconsin Act 204 required regulated

utilities in eastern Wisconsin to install 50 MW of

new renewable-based electricity by December 31,

2000. This mandate has been met. 1999

Wisconsin Act 9 requires each electricity retail

provider to increase the portion of renewable

resources in its electricity portfolio to 2.2 percent

by 2012. This requirement will increase use of

Chapter 2 
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Renewable Energy Use

Creates Wisconsin Jobs

Research by the Wisconsin

Energy Division shows that

investing in renewable energy in

Wisconsin creates three times

more jobs, earnings and output

than investing in fossil fuels.

The research condudes that

installing 775 megawatts of

new renewable electric capacity

and producing 100 million

gallons of ethanol In Wisconsin

by 2010 would generate

63,000 Jobs, S1.2 billion in

higher earnings and $4.6 billion

i 'additional output This

scenario represents a 75 percent

increase over the current

amount of renewable energy

use in Wisconsin. It could

supply electricity to 500,000

homes and displace 5 percent

of the gasoline used in cars.

renewable energy electricity by a agricultural crops and other organic matter.

factor of five over the next ten Wisconsin's strong forest products and

years. Figure 3.1 (see page 16) . agricultural industries position the state to

shows that a further expansion capitalize on technological advances in converting

of renewable energy would biomass to ethanol, electricity and heat.

contribute to Wisconsin's
Wood is one of Wisconsin's most abundant

growing need for electricity.
renewable energy resources. About four million

DOA and the PSC will . tons of wood are burned annually for energy half

evaluate and, if feasible, for residential heating. The other half is burned

recommend expansion of the in over 180 large commercial and industrial

amount of renewable energy wood energy systems and two retrofitted coal'

required in the state's' electric boilers owned by electric utilities.

Renewable Energy Portfolio.
-A large volume of.unused wood can be found in

The provisions of 1999: the state's forests in the form of waste from

Wisconsin Act 9 go beyond forestry operations. Additional supplies exist in

utility scale renewable energy. residues from Wisconsin's wood products

The Act earmarks 4.5 percent of industries and from urban sources.

total energy efficiency funding
Energy crops such as corn, hybrid poplar or'

authority to increase the - :-., . -1
willow trees, and native perennial grasses also

amount of consumer based
represent a potentially large energy source.

renewable energy generated in
Currently, corn and switchgrass are the major

Wisconsin, which will make
energy crops grown in Wisconsin, but fast

available nearly 53.0 million , '-
growing trees are being pr6 moted by the UW-

annually to support renewable
Madison's Fiber Development and Utilization

energy development
-Program. Substantial potential exists to grow

Wisconsin's Renewable trees for pulp fiber, lumber and energy on land

Resource Base currently not used for food production.

Blomass Organic wastes such as crop residues, municipal

Wisconsin's extensive forests and refuse, cheese whey and other food processing

rich agricultural land contain residues, paper mill sludge, cow manure and

tremendous biomass energy municipal wastewater sludge are available in

potential. Biomass is wood, smaller quantities, but provide niche

(
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Figure 2.8

Estimated Wind
Resource and
Recent Installations

(Wind Farm
Locations)

opportunities to generate distributed electricity,

provide heat and produce ethanol. Using these

residues to meet energy needs is a cost effective

and environmentally beneficial alternative to

landfilling or spreading on fields.

Wind

Advances in technology continue to reduce the

cost of wind energy, making it increasingly

competitive with conventional fuels

-T t for generating electricity.

Wind turbines on agricultural land

provide an attractive source of

income for farmers, paying $2,000

f ".~to $5,000 annually for each utility

sized wind turbine. While wind is
Areas of darker shade
are windier than areas an emission free source of power, siting wind
of lighter shade.

soue turbines is complicated by the need to minimize
VWsconsin DhOslon of Energy

adverse impacts on bird populations and to

Figure 2.9 address noise and aesthetic concerns. That these

Wind Energy barriers can be overcome is demonstrated by the

Significant fact that Wisconsin Utilities now purchase power
Decline in Cost

from the largest wind farm east of the Mississippi
(Cents per
kilowatt-hour) River near Montfort, in south central Wisconsin.

40. .

38 cents in 1980

7«. . ::.cost of Wind Cenerated Electricity
1980 to 2005 1eveliied Cents/kWh

30

25 ..

20

10

5 4

50 EIll 0p,2 3 5
1981 19E7 1991 1995 2000 2005

tProjectedl
*Assumptlons; Levdzed costs at excellent sind stes large projed ueu. not icluinc g the production tax credit (post."994).
sounre: Annsecan 'Mnd Energy Association

It appears that large areas of northeastern

Wisconsin have wind speeds high enough, under

certain conditions, to economically produce

electricity from modern wind machines. The most

promising sites lie in the eastern part of the state

in an area from the Door Peninsula to south of

Lake Winnebago (Figure 2.8).

The Wisconsin Energy Division, in cooperation

with Wisconsin's regulated utilities, has just

completed three years of statewide wind monitor-

ing and mapping. The results indicate annual

average wind speeds of 14 to 16 miles per hour at

200 feet above ground at many sites in this area.

The cost of wind electricity has declined by a factor

of nearly ten over the last 20 years (Figure 2.9)

and price declines are expected to continue in the

future. This has led Wisconsin utilities to install or

purchase electricity from 55 utility scale turbines

at five locations since April 1998. In addition,

another large wind farm is being considered.

Solar

Almost all of the solar energy used in Wisconsin

is derived from south-facing windows on existing

buildings. However, the cost of generating

electricity from solar photovoltaic cells has

declined by a factor of six since 1980. This makes

them cost effective in certain niche applications,

such as remote areas not easily served by the

electrical grid. Continued cost reductions and

technological improvements could make many

more photovoltaic applications competitive with

conventional generation in the next decade.
I
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Cool daylighting - using light from the sun to

replace electric light - and passive solar are cost

effective and available in many applications. Cool

daylighting can reduce electricity used for lighting

and cooling by 50 percent without an increase in

first costs, dramatically reducing the life cycle

energy costs of buildings where it is used.

DOA's Division of Facilities Development will

develop design guidelines to incorporate

Cool daylighting in all new state buildings

and Wisconsin schools, whenever possible.

Hydroelectric Power

Wisconsin has approximately 540 MW of

hydroelectric power capacity in place at 150 sites.

Environmental concerns make it unlikely that

new dams will be built. In addition, many

existing utility hydro plants will be considered for

relicensing in the next 20 years, which may result

In some lost capacity. However, an additional 50

MW of hydropower generation could be

developed In Wisconsin by increasing the

capacity of dams currently producing power, and

by installing generating equipment at existing

-dams that appear to have energy potential.

Geothermal

Wisconsin's weather extremes make it difficult to

use air source heat pumps for heating and

cooling. However, using the moderating effect of

sub-surface soil iemperatures allows heat pumps

to significantly increase their efficiencies,

especially in summer. Use of ground source heat

pumps for heating and cooling can increase

Wisconsin's energy security by diversifying the

state's energy supply Major advances have been

made in this technology in recent years and more

systems are now being installed.

Barriers to Renewable Energy Adoption

Five main challenges inhibit widespread adoption

of renewable energy technologies in Wisconsin:

* Renewable energy technologies typically

have high capital costs because of their lower

energy density.

* Existing infrastructure and consumer demand

are not fully compatible with intermittent

resources such as wind and solar.

* Some new technologies have limited

demonstrations in Wisconsin, which can

increase perceived investment risk.

* Long term environmental and economic

benefits of displacing fossil fuels with

renewable energy are not always fully valued in

energy prices, planning and decision making.

* In some cases, public reaction to the siting of

renewable generation sources has been negative.

In spite of these barriers, technological advances

have dramatically lowered the cost and increased

the availability of many renewable energy

technologies.

-The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

establish a renewable energy demonstration

"initiative that showcases new technologies

for buildings and heating systems.

12 
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The nation's once staid electric utility industry

has experienced a sea change over the last ten

years. Some states have opted for large scale

industry restructuring, with mixed results.

Wisconsin's regulators have adopted an

incremental approach to restructuring that has

allowed the state's utilities to keep power flowing

reliably and at reasonable rates.

The summer of 1997 moved electric reliability

issues out of the esoteric realm of utility planners

and regulators and onto the agenda of Wisconsin's

businesses and residents. The upper Midwest had

an unusually high number of nuclear plants

closed for maintenance when an unexpected heat

wave rolled into the area, causing electricity use

to rise to record peaks. The problems were

compounded by near maximum use and

limitations of the transmission system.

Of particular concern was the single transmission

line that connects Wisconsin to power sources in

western states and Canadian provinces. These

areas provide our most plentiful and affordable

source of surplus power. This line overloaded in

June 1997, and major outages across the Midwest

were narrowly averted. Threats of shortages in

succeeding years have underscored the need to

improve electric reliability.

This also comes at a time when the increased use

of sensitive or delicate technology by Wisconsin

firms can make even short power interruptions

catastrophic. One high tech computer firm

invested over $6 million to build its own

electrical system because it values downtime in

terms of millions of dollars per hour.

Creating a Streamlined

Regulatory Environment

1997, Wisconsin Act 204, the Electric Reliability

Act, streamlined the approval process for new

plant construction and authorized new merchant

power plants to be built and sell wholesale power

in Wisconsin. The new law also required utilities

to transfer control and operation of their

transmission facilities to an Independent System

Operator. Eastern Wisconsin utilities were also

required to add 500 MW of power, including 50

megawatts of renewable capacity.

Wisconsin Act 204 was successful in many

respects, but the legislature decided that further

changes were necessary. 1999 Wisconsin Act 9,

'Reliability 2000", was developed with input

from all of the state's energy stakeholders and

signed into law in October 1999.

Chapter 3 
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Between 1970

and 1999, U.S.

natural gas use

increased 1.8

percent. From

2000 to 2020,

use is projected

to increase

62 percent, with

'57 percent

attributable to

electricity

generation.'

source:
U.S. Energy Information
Adrnnistration

The Reliability 2000 legislation set deadlines for

the transfer of utility transmission assets to what

has since become the American Transmission

Company. The law also assured the continuation

of energy efficiency and low income prograinsby

transferring responsibility and funding from

utilities to the state. This left utilities free to'

compete in their areas of core competency,

without the need to operate programs in

response to regulatory oversight.

This is Not Deregulation

These changes to electric utility regulation In

Wisconsin have been largely successful.

Wisconsin's average electric rates have remained

among the lowest in the Midwest. They are 19

percent below the national average and as much

as 50 percent below other states that have passed

utility restructuring legislation.

It is also important to note that throughout this

era of change, Wiscwnsin's electric utilities have

remained financially sound. Nationally, only 12

utilities receive Moodys highest financial rating.

Five' are Wisconsin utilities. Restructuring.,

undertaken without adequate preparation, can

negatively affect the financial health of utility

firms. Recent bankruptcies in California are a'

stark example of what can go wrong.

These two reliability laws made major changes to

the landscape of Wisconsin's electric industry, but

they will not be the last changes that the industry

sees. Potential federal legislation, market shifts,

changes in neighborirg states and new

Proponents of full-scale industry restructuring

argue that introducing greater competition and

allowing customers to choose their electricity

provider will lower electric rates, increase

economic efficiency and encourage technological

innovation. Others maintain that a sequential

approach'to restructuring the state's utility

industry is more prudent, and that we should

focus on-reliability a'icd improving the state's

electric infrastru&u're rather than deregulation.

Wisconsin, like many other states, is struggling

to define the future of the industry.

The PSC will review state policies toward the

structure of the electric utility industry and the

status of electric utility restructuring activity

around the nation. This review will provide

Wisconsin policy makers with the knowledge

to protect Wiscorisin families and assure that

the appropriate infrastructure is in place prior

to any changes in the industry structure.

.'A Reliable Supply of Energy in the Future

Wisconsin's energy supply system has served the

state well and it can continue to serve it well far

into the future. However,:that does not mean it

doesnh' face a numbei of challenges that could

impair its ability to serve our needs.

technology will continue to present challenges to

Wisconsin's power providers. Wisconsin has a

well developed decision making process to

respond appropriately and in a timely fashion.
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Mercury regulation - The Department of

Natural Resources is presently preparing new

regulations to reduce the level of mercury

emissions into the atmosphere. The primary

source of mercury is coal combustion. Significant

reductions in allowable mercury emissions could

disrupt our ability to generate electricity from

coal at reasonable prices.

Nuclear power - Until President Bush initiated a

reconsideration of nuclear power options for the

nation, many people had assumed that the issues

facing the nuclear industry would make it

incapable of further contributing to the nation's

energy supply. However, even as nuclear power is

reconsidered, several very difficult issues must be

addressed if we are to move forward.

Transmission grid - We depend on imported

power for approximately 15 percent of our

electricity needs, yet the constraints of the

transmission grid in the Midwest are becoming

well known. The grid is no longer adequate to

meet the demand.

Pipeline capacity - Plans under consideration

call for a large increase in the use of natural gas

for electricity generation in Wisconsin. Pipeline

capacity must increase to supply that growth in

demand while also meeting the historic demand

for home heating.

Siting concerns - Local input to the siting of

electric power plants and transmission lines can

affect construction schedules. We must find a

way to accommodate local concerns while still

meeting the broader needs of an adequate

energy supply

These difficult issues must be addressed if we are

to maintain our safe, reliable and reasonably

priced access to energy resources.

Capacity Shortfall

Nearly 10,000 MW of new capacity has been

proposed for construction in the state. Not all of

these plants will be built, but new power plants

will need to be added on a regular basis to meet

projected demand growth, replace retired plants

and provide a reserve margin. The reserve margin

protects the generation system against the

unexpected outage of a large plant or trans-

mission line during a period of peak demand.

The need for new generation capacity of 7,220

MW is shown in Figure 3.1.

Capacity (Supply) - The chart builds a base of the

existing generation fuel sources for Wisconsin

electric production. Nuclear capacity is 1,582

MW and is shown in green, coal is 6,276 MW

and shown in dark purple, natural gas, oil and

renewable fuel together are 5,340 MW and

shown in light purple. Total existing capacity is

13,200 MW and represented by the top of the

yellow area and marked with a red dashed line.

Demand - Total demand is shown with the solid

black line at the top of the chart. The projections

are provided by the PSC and incorporate a

demand in growth rate of 3.0 percent to 3.21

percent An 18 percent reserve margin is

included in the demand line.
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1999 Wisconsin Act 9 mandated that 2.2 percent

of the state's retail electricity sales be produced

by renewable resources by 2012. However, we

expect to exceed that amount, projecting that by

2012 retail electricity sales produced by

renewable resources will total 390 MW or 2.58

percent. This number is reflected in the yellow

area as an addition to total capacity.

1999 Wisconsin Act 9 also created an energy

efficiency program that is anticipated to have the

long terrn effect of reducing demand. This

reduction is projected to reach approximately

925 MW by 2016 and is shown by the red area as

a potential reduction from the total demand.

The area of concern is the area in which demand

exceeds supply (capacity). It is currently in

balance, but grows to a shortfall of 7,220 MW by

2016. The energy efficiency projection of 925

MW would reduce the need for new capacity to

6,300 MW The requirements of the renewable

Figure 3.1 -<

Wisconsin
Electricity Demand

- and Supply -

Gigawatts (GM)

Source:
WIsconsin Invtalon of Energy
and Psc Rare bity Report

energy portfolio standard may make up for as

much as 530 MW of this shortfall.

Wisconsin could experience capacity shortages

by 2007 if no new plants are put in service by

then. Demand growth would use up the system's

current reserve margin, historically about 15

* percent to 18 percent of projected demand, to

put us right at the brink osf electricity blackouts.

Many of-the state's existing plants are old and

nearing retirement or relicensing. Because it

takes four to six years to plan and construct large

new plants, plant replacement strategies need to

be planned well in~ advance.

Wisconsin will take steps to assure the

addition of at least 6,300 MW of additional

electric capacity by 2016, in addition to that

mandated by 1999 Wisconsin Act 9.
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The PSC, DNR and DOA will jointly study the

effects of proposed mercury regulations on

the existing coal-produced electric generation

capacity. This study should lead to a policy

that combines sound economics with strong

environmental protection.

Until recently, electric utilities planned to meet

all the projected increase with natural gas power

plants. Advances in technology, historically low

fuel prices, low initial costs and short lead times

have made natural gas the preferred option.

Projected increases in electric demand, if met

predominately with natural gas fired generation

as planned, could double the summer need for

natural gas. This, combined with increased

demand to beat homes and businesses, run

industrial processes and fuel vehicles, has

increased prices.

Due to price and availability, coal and nuclear

power are likely to remain the dominant fuels for

generating electricity in Wisconsin for the

foreseeable future. New, cleaner burning coal

technologies, combined with low coal prices,

could yield cleaner air and less expensive

electricity than existing coal plants.

However, even clean coal combustion

technologies produce greenhouse gases and

hazardous air emissions, such as mercury and

other heavy metals. These gases pose

environmental and monetary risks that could

lead to future restrictions on conventional use of

coal for electricity generation.

The recent volatility in natural gas prices, along

with concerns over the future availability of

affordable natural gas, has renewed interest in

clean coal technologies. Clean coal technologies

promise the electric price stability of coal, with

much lower emissions than current technologies.

Wisconsin power plant operators will be

encouraged to use recently developed clean

coal technologies or demonstrate new

technologies in cooperation with the federal

Clean Coal Technologies program.

Connecting to the National Grid

The majority of the state's transmission grid is

owned and operated by the newly formed

American Transmission Company (ATC). The

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission regulates

rates that the ATC can charge customers for use

of its lines. However, the P5C regulates the

construction of new power lines in the state.

Having choices about producing electricity

internally or receiving it from out-of-state

inherently increases reliability and can reduce

price through competition. However,

Wisconsin's geographic location between two

Great Lakes puts physical limits on the options

to connect to other electric systems. Only four

major transmission lines connect Wisconsin's

electricity system with its neighbors - three

connections with Illinois to the south and one to

Minnesota and the west (Figure 3.2). By

comparison, Illinois has 25 connections outside

the state and Minnesota has 18. In addition, the

Wisconsin River is the dividing line between two
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Figure 3.2

Wisconsin's
High Voltage
Transmission
System

To Canad4t

Major Out-of-State\ ri
Transmission Unes \ \
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-345kV =M
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Souce:
Wasconsin OMion of Energy

regional electric reliability regions, the MAIN

region to the east and south and the MAPP

region to the west. There is only one major

interconnection in Wisconsin between the two

electricity regions. -

o rIn previous admidnistra-
< -- ropoed Tnsmission

Unes to 9ring Western
Power to Wisconsin tive proceedings, the

- - , PSC has determined that

the state's transmission

system needs to be

upgraded to allow for

- increased transfer

capacity of bulk power

APP Electric Rellability Region from west to east, as well
AIN Electzic Reliability Region

as from south to north.

Through the years, the PSC has studied

numerous proposals to upgrade both west-to-east

and south-to-north transfer capacity. A plan and

proposals for general upgrades to the state's

transmission system have also been studied.

Several of these proposals have been approved.

However, the transfer capacity problem has not

been solved.

Wisconsin will quickly move ahead with the'

most effective and acceptable proposal to

increase transmission capacity to ensure the

state's electric reliability needs are met.

Electricity customers are also key to cost::.

effectively improving electric reliability. Utilities

have long operated programs whereby large

customers voluntarily decrease their electricity use

during times of peak energy use. These programs

remain in place and have recently been adjusted to

-incorporate more market-like incentives.

Current utility rate structures are limited in their

ability to encourage customers to reduce their

energy use at times of peak demand. Many

electricity users may not wish to alter their

energy use, and they would ultimately pay for

new power plants and transmission lines.

However, incentives may be provided for those

customers who can and do reduce their use at

times of system stress or peak demand.

The PSC, in cooperation with the DNR, will

explore and implement regulatory approaches

that remove barriers to installation of

customer sited generation.

The PSC will develop policies to allow.

utilities to use mechanisms such as real-time

pricing and other incentives to encourage

customers to reduce peak electric demand.

Wisconsin needs to ensure that adequate

incentives are present so that returns from

electricity infrastructure investments in

Wisconsin by utilities or independent power

producers (IPP) are competitive with

investments in other states. Workable,

innovative, incentive-based plant construction

plans are being proposed by the state's utilities

and are being considered by the PKC. Reducing

Wisconsin's tax on wholesale electricity sales

could help lower electric costs to Wisconsin

ratepayers and provide an added incentive for

IPP's to invest in the state.
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The Wisconsin Legislature will be asked to

significantly reduce the tax rate on gross

revenues from wholesale electricity sales

from 3.19 percent to 1.59 percent, as

recommended in the Governor's Biennial

Budget Request.

Embracing Innovative Technologies

Technological advances and changing market

conditions, combined with utility and customer

initiatives, are challenging the traditional

methods of meeting demand for electricity.

Advances in smaller, more efficient and cleaner

burning electric generating technologies, such as

natural gas combustion turbines, have changed

the supply economics of the electric industry.

These developments have favored a shift in

ownership of power generation from utilities to

non-regulated companies and, increasingly, utility

customers. This trend is likely to continue as

smaller and more dispersed technologies, such as

fuel cells, microturbines, combined heat and

power, wind power and photovoltaics become

more competitive. However, connections to the

utility grid remain a barrier for these technologies.

The PSC. in cooperation with Wisconsin

utilities and other stakeholders, will establish

consistent statewide electric Interconnection

standards and procedures for customer

owned generation.

Table 3.1

Wisconsin

Generation

Construction

) _ _.

D "6 d"caton:/Deshpiplon' *Year.: 51ze' Fuel.
Ls Powera CoGenTrix Whitewater Co-Gen 1997 227 MW Gas
MGE Roier Wind Farm 1999 11 MW Wind
MPU Custer CT 1999 25 MW Gas
Po'sky Sky Cen DePere Phase I CT 1999 179 MW Gas

wEPCO Cncord CT Inlet Coolers 1999 '56 MW. Gas

WEPCO Paris Ca Inlet Coolers 1999 56 MW Gas
WPSC Uncoln Wind Farm .1999 9 MW Wind
MGE West Marinette #3 CT 2000 83 MW Gas

Southeem Energy Inc. Neenah CT 2000 300 MW Gas
WEPCO Germantown CT Inlet Coolers 2w00 50 MW Gas
WEPCO Germantown #5 CT 2000 85 MW. Gas

Polsky / Sky Gen Rodc Gen - Christian CT 2001 450 MW Gas
Badger Wind Power Iowa County Wind Farm 2001 30 MW Wind

DPevelope!r, . ,5 ~ 4 ocatloniDesaiptlon : ear 2 7SIzeM ' FueGas
DPC Elk Mound CT 2001 ..... ...............70 MW Gas

-D vcope;, ; *, "'4L6aoaie' De^'sr~epUon N Ye~r-S'" Slzc"''_uel-'
Mid-American Kaukauna Freedoom CC 2003 635 MW Gas

Mld-West Power New Berlin / Muskego CT 2003 375 MW Cas
Mirantfka SEI Plover CC + Cr 2003 925 MW Gas

.Developer j,';- ~ Locaton /Desciptlonr''i Year.i¼ ';9e!r Fuel.'
Calpine : Fond du Lac CC 2004 500 MW Gas
Calpine/Polsky/Sky Gen Rock River CC 2004 600 MW Gas

=. I 11 1:9:M:.; L1
* DtDikedppor-,- ` ,:r#.. r .. * : Fueil

PGE / Badger Gen Pleasant Prairie CC 2003 t,050 MW Gas

Polsky / Sky Gen DePere Phase It Co-Gen 2004 53 MW Gas

Dvlprl"S'.Loc-ation/ Descrlptlon' ,.Y 1tie iz Fuel'--.
Navitis Energy Ashland CT 2002 S5 MW Gas
Naviiis Energy Hurley CT 2002 55 MW Gas
Mc Cartin Group Manitowoc 2003 99 MW Coke
UW / MGE / Alliant Walnut St - Madison 2004 90 MW Gas

WPSR Stoneman 2004 500 MW Ccal/Gas
Calpine / SkyGen Arpi CC + CT 2004 930 MW Gas
Rainy River Energy Corp. Superior CC 2004 315 MW Gas

WEPCO Port Washington - Retire 2005 -320 MW Coal
WEPCO Port Washington 2005 500 MW Gas

Alliant Site Un-spedfied 2006 500 MW Coal

Alliant Site Un-specified 2006 1t0 MW Gas
WEPCO Oak Creek 2007 600 MW Coal
WPSR Weston or Pulliam 2007 500 MW Coal

WEPCO PortWashington 2008 500MW Gas
WEPCO Oak Creek 2009 600 MW Coal

WEPCO Oak Creek 2011 600 MW Coal
Ailiant Site Un-specified 2011 200 MW Gas
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Twenty new

jobs are created

in Wisconsin

for every million

dollars of

energy saved.

Sourc:
Research by the W9scnmin
Division of Energy using the
Regional Economic Models,
Inc. (REMIt model.

Energy eff iciency is a basic component of a

strong and competitive economy Expanding the

production and use of energy efficiency

technologies offers the opportunity to create

entire new industries in Wisconsin. Using

existing energy resources more efficiently and

sustainably is a sound strategy for fueling a

strong economy, improving environmental

quality and creating a higher standard of living.

Several economic and institutional barriers

inhibit widespread investment in energy

efficiency. Consumers often lack the information,

financing and expertise to identify and install

energy efficiency technologies. Many of these

technologies have high initial costs that inhibit

investment, even when life cycle costs are lower.

Many people perceive a risk of investing in new

and unproven technologies. Energy savings can

be difficult to measure.

This chapter identifies general strategies to

remove barriers to increased energy efficiency in

Wisconsin. Strategies for specific economic

sectors are identified throughout the remainder

of the plan.

Pilots and Laws

In 1998, Wisconsin embarked on a pilot program

to test the feasibility of a state-sponsored, utility

funded, energy efficiency program. This pilot

introduced residents and businesses of Northeast

Wisconsin to comprehensive energy efficiency

and renewable energy programs. These programs

helped businesses design and build more

efficient facilities and manufacturing processes.

They also helped builders and homeowners

build safer, healthier and more efficient homes,

and helped school boards build better and more

efficient schools.

1999 Wisconsin Act 9 built on the knowledge

gained in this successful pilot program by

mandating that the Department of Admirnistration

(DOA) create a groundbreaking statewide energy

efficiency program', called Wisconsin Focus on

Energy, to address all market sectors. The

Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will initiate

the process of transforming the markets for

energy efficiency goods and services into

profitable, self-sustaining markets. DOAs Division

of Energy will observe the following strategic

objectives as it prepares to implement the

Wisconsin Focus on Energy program:
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Market Transform

Markets are said to I

'transformed' when

likely that an energy

product will be avail

one that is less eneri

efficient. For examp]

Residential windov

than half of resident

windows sold in W1

are manufactured wi

emissivity (energy el

glass. Other states h;

below 20 percent.

Furnaces - Nearly 8

of the furnaces sold

Wisconsin are high-

This compares to at]

that report rates of 1

20 percent.

Soures:
Integrated Energy Services/ WES
Salks Trackibg Study, Energy Cen

* Create the infrastructure and knowledge base

necessary to enable competitive, profit-oriented

firms to deliver increased levels of energy

efficiency and renewable energy.

* Recognize the inseparable link between energy,

the environment and the economy. Good policy

choices result in energy and

ation economic savings, while reducing

negative environmental impacts.
iave been

it is more * Initiate energy efficiency and

efficient renewable energy policies that

able than contribute to the reliability of

Ily Wisconsin's energy supply.

le:
* Assist in the development of

vs - More Wisconsin's rural economy.

tial
* Curb the rate of growth in

sconsin
energy consumption, reduce

ith low-
peak demand and dependence

[ficient)
on energy imported to

ave rates
Wisconsin.

* Assure the availability of safe,

0 percent reliable and affordable energy to
in

residents of Wisconsin.
efficiency.

her states The Wisconsin Focus on Energy

ess than program has contracted for

program delivery with the

Milwaukee School of Engineering
TLAB: Furnace
iter of Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Energy

Conservation Corporation, both

nonprofit organizations, which will, in turn,

subcontract with private energy service

organizations. DOA will confine its role to policy

planning, procurement and contract

administration, communication, oversight and

reporting, and evaluation coordination and

program adjustments.

Transforming the Market for Energy

Efficient Goods and Services

Until recently, the underlying purpose of most

energy efficiency programs was simply to reduce

the demand for electricity, thereby preventing, or

at least delaying, the need for new capacity

additions. We have come to understand that this

approach requires constant intervention in the

marketplace, with continued funding. When the

programs terminate, so does most of the impact.

A longer term, more sustainable approach is.

called for. It relies on adding information,

education, technical assistance, and guidance to

the more standard forms of incentives in an effort

to encourage suppliers to regularly offer, and

consumers to regularly demand, a more energy

efficient range of goods and services. The theory

is that if consumers have full and accurate

information, they will make wise energy choices

as they shop. If suppliers understand this

consumer demand and have the technical

capability to produce energy efficient products at

competitive prices, they will choose to supply

them to the market.

In the long run, this should reduce the need for

continued intervention in individual markets as

buyers and sellers become more conscious of

energy attributes. This will then 'transform' the

market into one in which a variety of energy

I
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efficient products are traded as a matter of

choice, rather than through arbitrary government

incentives or mandates.

Market transformation programs require greater

attention to partnerships among a broad range of

manufacturers, distributors, marketers, installers,

purchasers and users of energy efficiency

products than earlier programs targeted solely at

customers. Market transformation initiatives can

take many forms. Examples of initiatives that

have successfully transformed markets include

partnerships with manufacturers to develop high

efficiency refrigerators and windows.

(See sidebar on previous page.)

The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

work to transform the markets for energy.

efficient goods and services so that consumers

regularly demand, and suppliers regularly

offer, energy efficient goods and services as

part of normal market transactions.

Energy Education Outreach

Educating Wisconsin's citizens and work force to

make informed energy choices may be the state's

most enduring energy investment. Energy

education is the cornerstone for implementing

the recommendations and achieving the goals of

this energy policy. An informed public must

understand the links between energy and other

important issues, such as economic development

and the environment - -

Developing educational activities that complement

current and planned program efforts will help to

assure the success of these efforts, both short and

long term. Activities will involve partnerships with

organizations and associations representing the

appropriate target groups. Examples include home

builders, real estate brokers, technical colleges, the

rental sector, state and local government officials,

K-12 educational institutions, the media and

energy/environmental organizations.

The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

incorporate a strong public education and

awareness component.

Energy Efficiency and

Environmental Programs

The increasing convergence of energy and

environmental issues calls for greater cooperation

among the Wisconsin agencies that deal with

these issues to develop innovative and integrated

solutions. Many opportunities exist for

Wisconsin's energy and environmental groups, the

Department of Natural Resources, the PSC, and

DOA to work together to develop and implement

policies, programs and regulatory approaches that

meet key energy and environmental goals. A broad

array of policies, programs and regulatory

approaches that focus on high-efficiency, low-

emitting technologies and best practices are

available to reduce energy demand, reduce

multiple pollutants, relieve stress on the electricity

transmission and distribution system, and produce

economic benefits to local communities.

-Beyond the Wisconsin Focus on Energy program,

Wisconsin has a number of other initiatives that

22 
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share complementary goals. These should be

coordinated to best leverage our efforts.

* The DNR Green Tier Program is a voluntary

performance contract system that complements

more traditional regulatory approaches. Firms

and the government negotiate contracts that

are flexible, innovative, efficient and

enforceable. An environmental management

system in the contract provides assurance of

compliance, predictable performance and due

diligence. The contract adapts to the needs of

the firm, community and environment.

* The Air Pollutant Emission Reduction Registry

creates a registry for companies to voluntarily

record reductions of emissions, including

greenhouse gases, nitrogen oxides, mercury,

fine particulates and others, for potential credit

in meeting environmental requirements.

* The Industries of the Future program creates

partnerships with Wisconsin businesses to

advance the adoption of energy efficient best

practices and technologies.

These are just a few examples of the integrated

approaches being explored and adopted in

Wisconsin to enhance reliability while reducing

environmental impacts. They promote

technologies and practices that also save

residents and businesses money, create jobs and

promote economic growth. Exploring and

developing integrated approaches will contribute

to a long term, balanced energy and

environmental strategy in the state.

The Department of Natural Resources, the PSC

and the DOA will continue their efforts to

coordinate environmental compliance, energy

regulation and energy efficiency efforts.

The PSC will assess proposed state agency rules

to determine their impact on the state's energy

policies. If the impact is significant, the PSC will

prepare an energy impact statement and provide

it to the proposing agency. The energy impact

statement should also be available to the

legislature as it considers the proposed rule.

Evaluation

Evaluation is an essential component of the

Wisconsin Focus on Energy program. DOA will

identify and document the entire range of benefits

received by the public as a result of the programs

that will be developed and supported under this

initiative. Some of the most important measures,

however, will consider the progress Wisconsin is

making on a regional level where there is a much

larger energy efficiency market. In addition to

documenting the traditional kilowatt-hour and

therm savings of energy efficiency programs, an

evaluation team will identify and document

accomplishments in terms of economic

development, increased business competitiveness,

reduced air emissions, and other key benefits.

Wisconsin will identify and capture the full

range of benefits to be achieved through the

wise use of energy. Energy efficiency and

renewable energy programs can and must meet a

cost/benefit standard that reflects an acceptable

rate of return on the investment of public funds.
)
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Efficient buildings and homes throughout efficiency and reduced the energy bills of

Wisconsin can reduce energy expenditures while an estimated 50 percent of Wisconsin's low

maintaining comfort and safety. State government income homes.

has set an example of energy efficiency in state- e
- - . Between'1970 and 1999, increased'energy

owned buildings through the Wisconsin Enngy
d s t h t efficiency in homes offset population increases to

Initiative. This initiative, whiich rnakes energy
v Ts hold residential energy use relatively constant

efficiency improvements to state-owned buildings,
(Figure 5.1). In the commercial sector, strong

will save taxpayers $60 million dollars in building
economic growth has increased overall energy

operating costs over the next ten years. It will also ' - '
use, but at a rate substantially lower than what

create about 1,200 new jobs. Because of its
we would have realized without the efficiency

success, the program was extended to public and
improvements.

private schools and local governments.

In total, Wisconsin building owners have
- -In the private sector, Viisconsin's building energy

Figure 5.1 'increased energy efficiency enough to reduce the

Building Energy codes have reduced energy expenditures and energy intensity of Wisconsin homes and

Use In Wisconsin ensured a minimum level of energy efficiency for
buildings by approximately 8 percent since 1970

(Trillions of Btu) all new commercial and residential buildings.p
(Figure 5.2). Currently, households and

300 _ ; ' i 'commercial businesses spend more than S4.0
250 . --I- .. **.**7 . -- itil . *. .

. billion per year on energy
200

Electricity use has more than doubled since
150 s,,-' . *'...'t

1970, due to the rapid growth in air
10 "'CorninrercWa'-~ ;,* conditioning, computerized office equipment,

'- lighting inrd household appliances. Wisconsin's
0
1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 electric consumption has averaged an annual 2.8

Source: percent increase for the past ten years, as
WMsconin DssIon of Energy . Further, over the last 25 years, state and utility

' -- appliance use, population and the economy all
weatherization programs have increased the c

continue to grow.
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II While efficiency gains have outpaced population

and economic activity growth, barriers continue to

inhibit even broader adoption of energy efficiency

measures in residential and commercial buildings.

For example, when a tenant pays the utility bill,

the building owner has little incentive to

maximize energy efficiency because the owner

does not benefit from energy saving investments.

Further, lower operating costs are not typically

reflected in the building's market value.

Conversely, when the owner pays operating costs,

tenants have little incentive to use energy wisely.

Figure 5.2

Commercial and
Residential Energy
Intensity

(Index: 1970=100)

)
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State Buildings as Models of Energy

Efficiency and Renewable Energy

Electricity consumption in state owned facilities

currently accounts for 3.7 percent of Wisconsin

commercial electricity sales and 1.2 percent of

total state electricity sales. This gives the State of

Wisconsin tremendous influence on commercial

building practices throughout Wisconsin and on

the amount of energy they use.

Under the Wisconsin Energy Initiative, state

agencies have worked to achieve greater energy

efficiency and incorporate renewable energy use

in state buildings. State-owned facilities for the

most recent fiscal year, FYOO, were 17 percent

more efficient than in the base year of 1973.

Accomplishments include replacing some of the

coal with renewable fuels at state heating plants,

recycling one hundred percent of the bottom ash

from state facility power plants, and developing

stricter energy efficiency standards for all new

state construction.

Early steam and cogeneration projects under this

program have also saved the state $2.4 million in

fuel costs in the last fiscal year alone. Launched

in 1992, the Wisconsin Enery Initiative has won

several national awards for its innovation and

results-oriented approach. It continues to be a

model program for implementing energy

efficiency improvements. Most recently, President

Bush, in his National Energy Policy, cited the

Wisconsin Energy Initiative as a model of what

can be achieved in public buildings.

Q7 -

Source:
Wiconsin OMsIon of Entrgy

This "split incentive" issue can be overcome if

renters, owners and prospective property buyers

all make decisions based on information about

total housing costs, rather than just rental rates.

They must also have access to financing options

that allow them to implement sound long-term

decisions, rather than being driven solely by short-

term, first-cost imperatives. Homeowners and

businesses alike often lack the information and

financing to improve a building's energy efficiency.

As a result, energy saving measures with higher

initial costs and lower life cycle costs often are not

incorporated into building design or renovation.
!
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The latest phase of the Wisconsin Energy Initiative

has implemented performance contracting using

a contractor-financed guaranteed savings

approach. These improvements in state buildings

are now yielding $3.2 million annually in energy

savings. Additional projects that represent very

significant additional savings are now in

progress. Two early Wisconsin Energy Initiative

projects include the steam purchase agreement

between L5 Power and UIW-Whitewater that

saves $700,000 annually in fuel costs and the

new cogeneration plant at UW-Madison that is

saving $1,900,000 in electricity costs annually.

Wisconsin law requires the use of life cycle cost

estimates when evaluating the purchase of

supplies and equipment, to help ensure that

energy efficiency is maximized. The Department

of Administration identifies and disseminates

information on energy saving opportunities,

reviews and ranks projects, awards loans and

verifies energy savings.

Aggressive action in state-owned buildings sets

the standard for Wisconsin residents and

businesses. New state-owned buildings are

designed to use 20 percent to 30 percent less

energy than buildings designed to meet the.

rrunimum state energy code requirements. State-

owned buildings require energy efficient motors,

transformers, lighting and HVAC systems. An

-aggressive program to incorporate Cool

Daylighting and photovoltaic generation into

new buildings will showcase these technologies

to the private sector. The state's new building

operating guidelines will assure that state

facilities continue to operate to maximize energy

efficiency during normal operations.

The State of Wisconsin plays a major role in

demonstrating and promoting new energy

efficiency technologies in the marketplace.

Incorporating enhanced energy efficiency

standards in the design of new state government

buildings provides an opportunity for design and

construction firms in Wisconsin to gain

experience with new, energy efficient techniques

and technologies. These firms cari then mrarket

their energy efficiency experience to their clients

in the private sector.

Wisconsin Energy Initiative -2

for Schools and Local Government Buildings

The Wisconsin Energy Initiative provides an

excellent example of the value of energy

efficiency investments. It has created a strong

market for energy, saving equipment by

aggregating purchasing power to lower costs and

increase the availability of new technologies. In

cooperation with the 12 Cooperative Educational

Service Agencies around the state, the principles

of this successful initiative are now being

extended to schools and local government

buildings through the Wisconsin Eneigy

Initiative-2. These principles include:

* Encouraging the use of private sector firms to

perform energy audits and engineering studies

and to finance and install cost effective

improvements
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* Repaying financing costs through energy savings

The ENERGY STAR' F

was introduced by tl

Environmental Prote

Agency in 1992 as a

labeling program to i

and promote energy

products. The U.S.

Department of Energ

the program as co-sp

1996. ENERGY STAR'

governmentrindustry

partnership that encc

businesses and const

save money and prot

environment.

Over the years ENER

has expanded to cov

homes; most of the I

sector; residential he

cooling equipment; X

appliances like cloth

washers, TVs and V(

equipment, lighting,

consumer electronic

more product areas.

* Using a comprehensive energy management

approach to ensure proper installation,

operation and maintenance of equipment and

to verify energy savings

Wisconsin's Cooperative

)rogram Educational Seivice Agencies

Ie U.S. will accelerate their work to

ction incorporate energy efficiency

voluntary measures into the construction

dentify and renovation of school

efficient buildings.

Market-Based Incentives

y joined
Investments in residential energy

zonsor in
improvements often do not add

'isa
measurably to the value of a home

because a prospective buyer has

ourages no way to establish the value of

imers to the improvement Yet there is a

ect the value to be realized in reducing a

home's operating costs. A Home

.GY STAR" Performance Rating clearly
quantifies the benefits of energy

er new
efficient buildings and enables

buildings
buyers and sellers to capitalize on

these benefits. Homes that qualify
major

as being the most efficient will be

es identified as Wisconsin ENERGY

-Rs, office STAR' Homes. These homes are

typically 25 percent to 30 percent

s, and more efficient than homes built to

current Wisconsin building codes.

The Wisconsin ENERGY SIAR' Homes program,

initiated as a pilot program in Northeast

Wisconsin, will become available statewide in

2001 and 2002. This program provides technical

assistance and training for builders and

contractors as well as on-site energy efficiency

assistance and inspections. Cooperative

marketing is also available.

The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

expand its Home Performance program

statewide to allow owners, purchasers and

industry professionals to accurately quantify

the value of energy efficiency improvements

in residential property.

Energy Efficiency Services for

Low Income Households

The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

provide comprehensive services to help low

income households reduce energy use. Low

income households typically spend more than 16

percent of their income on building energy costs,

compared to 3 percent for the typical household.

On average, weatherized buildings use 21 percent

less energy for space heating. Still, even after

optimal weatherization, many low income

households spend a significantly higher portion of

their income on home energy and have difficulty

paying their home heating and utility bills.

In the 2000-2001 heating season, an estimated

40 percent of the state's low income households

(over 116,000) received $54 million ($459 per

household) to help pay heating bills. Also, over

100,000 low income households received S11

�-=,s
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The Wisconsin

Focus on Energy

program will

promote the

federal ENERGY

STAR' and similar

national voluntary

programs,

especially those

aspects of the

programs that

positively Impact

Wisconsin

businesses.

DOA will make a

special effort to

incorporate

ENERGY STAR'

into the state

procurement

system, whenever

feasible.

million (S109 average per household) of utility

public benefits funds to assist with their electric

bills. Finally, 22,000 households needed

additional emergency assistance in the amount of

S4.5 million and over 1,800 households received

emergency assistance of $2.5 millioin to replace

or repair their furnaces.

Weatherization is a preventive approach that

reduces long term energy costs and fuel assistance

payments for low income residents. While 15

percent of fuel assistance funds are used for

weatherization, nearly half of all low income

homes have not been weatherized. Thus,

taxpayers'continue to make large fuel assistance

payments to many families living in inefficient

buildings. It is the state's goal to increase the

-efficiency of all remaining low income households.

Wisconsin will assure that state residents do

not face threats to their health or safety due

to their inability to afford energy services.

Energy Efficient Appliances,

Lighting and Products

ENERGY STAR' is a family of voluntary programs

promoted by the US. Department of Energy and

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

ENERGY STARS labeled products allow consumers

to'deternine at a glance whether a product is

energy efficient.-To earn the label, products must

meet specifications equivalent to the top 25

percent to 30 percent of the energy performers in

their class. Other ENERGY STAR' programs

promote building and retrofitting residential,

commercial and industrial buildings to energy

efficiency standards. Where a product or energy-

related activity is not addressed by ENERGY

STAR', other programs addressing specialized

areas can be leveraged to similar effect. By further

promoting these existing national voluntary

programs, Wisconsin can leverage technical and

marketing efforts from across the nation and

provide a unified message that makes it easy for

consumers to make energy efficient choices.

The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

work with manufacturers, retailers and

consumers to dramatically increase the market

share of ENERGY STAR" appliances, lighting and

window products. Incentives, cooperative

advertising, consumer education, retail sales

training, and in-store assistance will be provided

to help with promotions by manufacturers of

ENERGY STAR' products.

The economic health of Wisconsin firms that

serve the energy efficiency and renewable energy

markets is enhanced when their energy efficient

products experience increased demaind. Such firms

includeJohnson Controls (the largest private

employer in the state), Kolbe & Kolbe Windows,

Marathon Motors, Square D transformers, Cutler

Hammer transformers, Speed Queen commercial

clothes washers, Trane HVAC systems, Broan

Manufacturing, DEC Intemational/Therrnastor

dehumidifiers, and others. Each would benefit

v- from an increased market demand for their

products. Wisconsin has the opportunity to

develop its economy while promoting Wisconsin

manufacturers of energy efficient products.

28 
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Industry in Wisconsin remains an important cog in

the state's economic machine. Wisconsin industries

_______________PI________ employ about 615,000 people and

Food and Kindred Products 65,000 are mostly spread over the southern
* u~r a dWo Products::* -.3 0I.aW P ct 00- ' two-thirds of the state. Wisconsin is

Paper and Alled Products 53c000
rintjranid Pub ; shin' ' second only to Indiana in the

Rubber & Misc. Plastis Products 37.200
Primary MetainIndusfries i- 25 60. ' percent of its workers employed in
Fabricated Metai Products 6800 the industrial sector (22.6 percent
-Ind't-ieai Machineia t Equipment .5e500 -
Electronics & Electrical Products 46 400 vs. 23.4 percent). According to the

TrnpnnE'quipm~ent:.p 260-ot . 360 U.S. Census, ten major sectors

accounted for over 86 percent of the state's

industrial jobs in 1998 (see inset).

)

Figure 6.1

Wisconsin vs U.S
Changes in
Economic Output

Year over Year
Percent Change
in GSP (GSP)

9.0% ....

8.0% I

These diverse industrial sectors help prevent the

boom and bust periods that other states endure.

According to the Wisconsin Department of

Commerce, the 1997 value of shipments for the

state's manufacturing sector was more than S 117

billion, which accounted for over 27 percent of

.% Change, WI GSP

-% Change. US .SP

-. - -\.:~'~ Trendline,
% Change US CDP

- :Trendlne
% Change WI

nent

1990 1992 1994 1996

Wisconsin's gross state product in 1998.

Wisconsin's year over year percent change in

gross state product is about one-third of a

percentage point greater that the U.S. rate of

change since 1987 (Figure 6.1).

This consistent, above-average growth illustrates

that Wisconsin has the qualities companies are

looking for when they choose to expand or

relocate. Two of these qualities are reliable energy

supplies and reasonable rates. Continued

economic development in Wisconsin depends in

part on keeping the state's energy supplies

low-cost and reliable.

The present outlook for industrial electricity

prices and supplies in the state is good.

Wisconsin's average industrial price per kilowatt

hour of electricity is the lowest of the seven

Midwest states and is tied for 13th lowest

nationally. For the summer of 2001, the Public

Service Commission is optimistic that electricity

supplies will be more than adequate to meet the

state's growing needs. The state's electric

providers have enough generating capacity to

meet expected needs. Also, there is an estimated

20 percent cushion of reserve margin, above the

18 percent required amount, that should buffer

any unforeseen interruption of power plants or

7.0%

6.0%

5.0% . - .

4.0%

3.0% sour
) VAsconil Departr

of Commerce
2.0%

1988
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Wisconsin's Energy

Technology Industry

The energy technology industry

develops a wide variety of

products and offers services

that affect the'way energy is

used and generated. These fall

into the following areas:

* Energy efficiency.

* Renewable energy

* Transportation'

* Alternative fueled vehicles

* Fuel cells

* Small on-site generators

* Distribution technologies

*IPollution prevention
technologies

Wisconsin is a leading manu-

facturer in many of the areas,

Including the production of:

* Low-ernissivity glass

* Generators and gearboxes
for wind turbines

* Electric power conditioners

* Transportation equipment

* Industrial machinery

* Energy efficient lights

* Windows -

* Ballasts

* Motors

* Motor drives

* Heating, ventilation and air
conditioning equipment

* Batteries

* Instruments

* Refrigeration equipment

* Small engines

* Clothes washers and dryers

* Building energy
management systems

transmission lines. However, if

past energy use is an indication of'

future energy needs, the state will

need to continue to build

* the same period, coal use has declined 26. percent

and renewable energy use has doubled, to eight

-percent of total industrial sector energy use.

infrastructure to supply

expanding industrial se

Wisconsin's IndustriL

Energy Use

Industrial coal use dropped in the early 1970s in
Ftheits

response to the requirements of the Clean Air Act
~ctor.

in urban manufacturing areas. However, overall

al coal consumption in Wisconsin has steadily

increased since 1975, due to continued growth in

the paper industry, the second lamest user of coal,
In 1999, industry accounted for

over 31 percent of the energy

resources used in Wisconsin, at a

cost of S1.61 billion. In the 1970s,

Wisconsin industries responded

to increasing energy prices by

improving their energy efficiency

and shifting away from the energy

intensive production'of goods.

Today, Wisconsin industries use

36 percent less energy than in

1970 to produce an equivalent

dollar's worth of output. However,

the rate of efficiency improvement

has slowed since 1980, with

industrial energy use and

economic activity growing at

similar rates.

Electricity use has grown by 166

percent since 1970 and accounts -

for over 23 percent of all - '

industrial energy use. Wisconsin

industries use about the same

amounts of natural gas and oil as

they did in 1970. However, over

and improvements in coal burning technology.

Energy efficiency is a sound business strategy to

increase the competitiveness of Wisconsin

industries. Companies that install energy efficient

technologies add dollars direcily to their bottom

line and realize additional benefits such as

increased productivity, better quality and reduced

waste disposal costs. These added benefits are

often the most important reason industries

aggressively pursue energy efficiency practices.

Further, Wisconsin firms that provide energy

efficient products and services benefit from

expanded markets and market share (see inset).

Despite 30 years of continued efficiency

improvements, many new technologies are

available that can further improve energy

efficiency and prevent pollution, but barriers still

remain. Managing energy costs may not

command the attention of top management

because energy costs often have been considered

uncontrollable. Many industrial managers are

hesitant to modify their manufacturing processes

in any manner that might threaten production

reliability or result in down time. Many

30 
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companies no longer have trained energy experts

on staff, and because of this lack of knowledge,

are hesitant to hire consultants. Other barriers

include lack of information and financing, and

the lack of available energy efficient equipment.

Most large industrial energy efficiency

improvements are found in the marriage of

computer technology with industrial processes.

As computer technology becomes more

important, improved power quality becomes a

greater issue. This chapter's recommendations

seek to address these barriers.

Research and the Adoption of

New Technologies

Wisconsin's energy intensive industry sectors

include forest products, metalcasting, food

processing, agriculture, printing, chemicals and

glass. Industries in these sectors are major

employers that face intense global competition.

Their competitiveness can be improved by

reducing their energy intensity, improving

productivity and preventing pollution.

In many instances, solutions to major industrial

problems exist but are not widely distributed or

adopted. The first step in the process of breaking

down this barrier is to develop partnerships

among industries, trade associations, universities,

federal laboratories, state and federal agencies

and non-governmental organizations.

As these groups identify their needs and

priorities, a coordinated research and

development agenda is developed. This

coordinated effort speeds knowledge transfer and

accelerates the development and adoption of

new, efficient technologies.

The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

sponsor an Energy Intensive Industries

initiative that helps industry sectors, as a

group, prioritize their long-term energy related

research needs and speed the adoption of

innovative technologies.

Efficiency and the Environment

Partnership building activities with the

metalcasting and forest products industries have

revealed an important need in both sectors.

Industry professionals feel that environmental

compliance requirements need to be better linked

with energy efficiency initiatives. Adopting new

technologies may affect existing permits and

reporting requirements or trigger new

environmental requirements. Streamlining

reporting requirements may increase the

adoption of new, more efficient technologies. The

Department of Natural Resources has also

recognized this need and has proposed the Green

Tier program to provide a more flexible

regulatory environment to participating firms

that institute environmental management

systems, often including energy components.

The Department of Natural Resources will

work with DOA and other agencies to explore

and implement methods, such as the Green

Tier program, that coordinate environmental

compliance and energy efficiency efforts.
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Market Share for Energy Efficiency and.

Renewable Energy Technologies

Econometric modeling suggests that Wisconsin

generates about 30 jobs and $550,000 in income

for every million dollars spent in the state to

manufacture energy efficient and renewable

energy products and technologies. Wisconsin is a

leading manufacturer of a number of these

- technologies (see box on page 30).

These companies may also benefit from energy

efficiency programs in other states, indirectly

boosting Wisconsin's economy. This can be

accomplished through the following actions:

* Establish partnerships with Wisconsin

businesses that manufacture energy efficient

products or technologies.

* Develop strategies with industry to export-

Wisconsin-made energy efficient technologies.

* Leverage funds and services from state and

local economic development programs to retain

jobs and attract new energy industries to

Wisconsin.

. Work with national research labs operated by

the U.S. Department of Energy to maximize the

value of those facilities to Wisconsin firms.

* Encourage investments in research and

development projects to advance technology

and lower the cost of energy efficiency and

renewable energy equipment

The Department of Commerce will help

increase the market share of Wisconsin

companies that produce energy efficient

goods and services.

Technical and Financial Assistance

for Industry Needs

Industries have significantly reduced staffing over

the past 20 years. Few companies have a full-

time energy manager, and production managers

generally do not have time to address energy

efficiency projects. Firms often lack the expertise,

information and capital to invest in energy saving

improvements. Wisconsin Focus on Energy

operates a program for industries that focuses on

-the whole plant and the major subsystems within

a plant. These subsystems include lighting,

steam, compressed air, heat recovery, motors,

fans, pumps and blowers. Technical and financial

assistance will be provided to partner industries.

In addition, a standardized system of best

practices is needed that will help any company

without energy expertise hire and manage energy

service providers.

The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

work with industry associations and suppliers

to establish a standardized list of best

practices for the maintenance and efficient

operation of major industrial energy

consuming subsystems.
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New Initiatives to Meet Emerging

Energy Needs

Lack of electric power reliability is a cos

burden for businesses, especially those

dependent on microprocessors. The esti

cost of lost U.S. productivity from powe

is S50 billion a year. Power interruption

as one ac cycle - one sixtieth of a secon

shut down a microprocessor-based oper

This can be intolerable for some busines

even make the average cost per kWh irr

A "Power Quality Park" should be devel

Wisconsin to provide 'digital quality" p

high tech and other microprocessor-basi

operations that require high power qual

reliability. This project would demonstrn

environmentally sound ways to address

reliability problems.

The Power Quality Park would provide

economic development while showcasir

solutions to specific business energy pri

Energy Partnerships with Wisconsin Industry

Through state energy, environmental and commerce offices, the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) provides grants to Industries under the

National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment and

Economics (NICE3) program. The goal is to improve industrial energy

effidency, Increase productivity and lower costs through pollution prevention.

State energy offices provide Industries with assistance in developing and

submitting project proposals. They also develop partnerships with

universities, nonprofit groups and the federal government to leverage

additional expertise and funding. Two Wisconsin companies, Quad Graphics

and Voith Sulzer Paper Technologies, have won NICE3 grants.

Tenants will understand the value of the high

quality electric power.

The proposed park would draw power from the

power grid and also from its on-site generators.

The park would have the potential to sell its

excess power into the grid during times of high

demand, which might offset some costs. Power

components would be sized according to the

level of power quality needed by the customer,

and the length of outage to be protected against

.(greater protection costing correspondingly

more). Combined heat and power (CHP),

including district heat, steam and chilled water,

and geothermal heating and cooling (ground-

source heat pumps) could be additional features

of the park.

The departments of Commerce and

Administration will explore the creation of a

"Power Quality Park' to provide highly reliable,

ultra high quality power to high technology and

other electricity dependent firms.

l

Beginning in 1998, the Division of Energy partnered with the Energy Center of

Wisconsin to develop Energy Intensive Industry partnerships with the

metalcasting and forest products industries. State-level "technology roadmaps'

were developed and five research initiatives are underway.

Between 1990 and 1999, the Wisconsin Division of Energys Renewable Energy

Assistance Program has provided over $2 million in technical assistance and

construction grants to small and medium sized businesses and municipalities to

install solar, wind, biomass, hydroelectric and waste energy systems.

The U.S. Department of Energy's Industrial Assessment Center, located at the

Uw-Milwaukee. uses the talents of University faculty to train student engineers

to conduct energy audits and recommend energy efficiency improvements and

waste reduction strategies for small to medium sized industries.,)
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The agriculture sector, one of the foundations of

Wisconsin's economy, is working to increase

production, minimize costs and maintain market

share in a world market. In 1999, the state's

78,000 farms contributed S63 billion to the

economy. About ten percent of all jobs in the

state are linked to agriculture. Although farm

numbers have stabilized, 1999 cash receipts for

all marketed farm products declined to their

lowest level in five years.

A major objective of public policy in Wisconsin

is to maintain the state's agricultural base in the

face of low farm commodity prices, international

competition and increasing costs. Farm income

gains may be achieved by improving the energy

efficiency of farm production and taking

advantage of new farming techniques and

technologies; on-farm energy production from

growing energy crops; or taking advantage of

waste streams by producing electricity from

methane (anaerobic digestion of manure).

Overall energy use in agriculture varies fro m year

to year with crop drying conditions, and has

been relatively stable for the past ten years.

However, electricity use is steadily growing and

the use of petroleum products has declined.

Agriculture accounts for about 3 percent of

Wisconsin's total energy use and farmers spent

$202 million on energy in 1999.

Petroleum products used to fuel tractors and dry

crops accounted for 70 percent of on-farm energy

use in 1999. Electricity accounted for the rest.

Increasing prices for fuel and petroleum-based

fertilizer are affecting farm income. Farms can be

large electricity users and rural electric rates are

more than 50 percent higher than industrial

electric rates.

Dairy farm numbers in Wisconsin have fallen

-from 34,000 in 1990 to just 22,000 in 1999.

However, in recent years, herd expansions have

stabilized cow numbers and milk production.

This trend toward fewer, larger, more mechanized

dairy farms is partly responsible for the increased

use of electricity on farms. Research at the

University of Wisconsin and the Energy Center

of Wisconsin'indicates that dairy farmers can

reduce electricity use 30 percent by installing

energy efficient milking systems.

Savings can be achieved by heating water with

waste heat from the refrigeration system,

precooling milk with'well water prior to

refrigeration, instliing fluorescent lights,

installing high efficiency, fans and pumps and

using proper insulation.
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The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

work with the Department of Agriculture,

Trade and Consumer Protection to expand

existing energy efficiency programs for

production agriculture that focus on farms

and rural communities.

Addressing Stray Voltage

Stray voltage is a small, undesired voltage,

usually less than 10 volts, that can deliver a mild

current to farm animals, particularly dairy cows,

resulting in a variety of production related

problems. It is a common phenomenon and any

place where electricity is used will have some

type or level of stray or unwanted voltage.

A wide variety of causes have been identified for

farm stray voltage. The most common are

improper installation or maintenance of the

electrical wiring system, undersized grounded

neutral conductors, and electric fences. Stray

voltage levels can become high enough to affect

livestock, resulting in reduced milk production

and other herd health problems.

Dairy farms with old or improperly installed

wiring are especially susceptible to stray voltage

concerns. A program to help farmers rewire their

operations will help reduce stray voltage concerns

and keep the state's dairy industry competitive.

The Governor's 2002-03 budget responds to this

need by proposing $4 million in new funding for a

farm rewiring program. The program could offer

grants to eligible farms with stray voltage problems

that would offset the cost of installing new wiring.

The State of Wisconsin has taken a proactive

approach to solving the stray voltage problem.

The Rural Electric Power Services program, run

by the PSC and DATCP, offers stray voltage

investigations and dispute resolution. The

University of Wisconsin is conducting research to

meter ground currents and examine stray voltage

effects on animals that go beyond behavioral

changes into genetic changes.

Provide S4 million this biennium, as

recommended in the Governor's Biennial

Budget request, to reduce the dangers and

costs of stray voltage by making assistance

available to farms with defective wiring.

Energy Production on the Farm

Energy crops such as corn, fast growing trees and

native perennial grasses offer great potential for

Wisconsin farmers to support electricity and

ethanol production. Nationally recognized

agriculture, forest products and biotechnology

industries, as well as research institutions,

position Wisconsin to develop and demonstrate

innovative energy cropping systems and

conversion technologies.

Producing methane through anaerobic digestion

is becoming a more attractive option for farmers.

Larger herd sizes make this technology more

economically viable. Digesters also help solve

environmental issues such as odor and runoff;

and the energy produced is renewable energy,

which utilities are seeking to meet renewable

portfolio standards.
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Other advantages of energy production in the

agricultural sector include:

* Growing crops for energy production can

diversify farm income and create jobs in rural

communities. Crops could be grown on.

Conservation Reserve Program lands and

harvested for coal substitution, thus increasing

the net yield by $250 per acre.

* Byproducts of energy crop production, such as

the distillers grains from ethanol fermentation,

can also be used to feed livestock In this way

the high value protein in the corn is turned into

food, while the starch is transformed into energy.

* Converting waste streams from livestock

production into electricity is becoming a viable

option for some farms. Ten farm digester-to-

electricity facilities are currently being

developed in Wisconsin.

* Wind turbines on agricultural land can offer

income to farmers, paying S2,000 to $5,000 per

utility sized wind turbine per year. For instance,

the 20 turbines at Wisconsin's newest wind

farn in Montfortwill contribute $100,000

annually to farmers in this rural community.

Energy Crop Potential in Wisconsin

Corn: Over 759 million bushels of corn are

converted into 1.9 billion gallons of

ethanol each year in the United States,

making corn the most widely used energy

crop in the U.S.' Wisconsin ranks tenth

nationally in corn production and exports-

145 million bushels of corn per year-

equal to 363 million gallons of ethanol.2

Trees: Hybrid poplar and cottonwoods are

examples of fast growing trees suitable for

Wisconsin's climate, harvested on a five- to

ten-year cycle. Wisconsin has the potential

to grow 3.3 million diy tons of hybrid

poplar on marginal agricultural lands.'

Native Perennial Grasses: Wisconsin has

the potential to grow 9.7 million dry tons

of native perennial grasses annually.'

1. 2001 National Energy Policy

2. Wisconsin Department of Agnculture. Trade & .
Consumer Protection

3. Union or Concerned Scientists, Powering the Midwest

:The Wisconsin Focus on Energy program will

work with the Department of Agriculture.

Trade and consumer Protection, federal

agencies. the University of Wisconsin and.

mfarm organizations to demonstrate and lower

the costs of on-farm energy production.
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Figure 8.1

1999 Wisconsin
Transportation
Energy Use

Motor Casoline
317(74% _

Source:
Wicsonsin DivIlson of Energy

Figure 8.2

Percentage Change
in Key Factors
Affecting Gasoline
Use In Wisconsin,
1973-1 999

Transportation is a critical component of

Wisconsin's economy and lifestyle. In 1999, a

quarter of all energy consumed in Wisconsin was

used to transport goods and people, at a cost of

$3.9 billion. Gasoline and
Rail/Vessel

01%) diesel fuel accounted for

Aviation most of Wisconsin's
13 (32%)
13'3' transportation energy use

Diesel Fuel

)
Since the 1973 Arab oil

embargo, a 60 percent increase in the fuel efficiency

of automobiles has helped moderate transportation

energy use in Wisconsin. However, Wisconsin's

gasoline use has increased 17.7 percent, as the

state's population has increased, the economy has

expanded, more women are working and we

have become a more mobile society (Figure 8.2).

Wisconsin relies on imported petroleum for

nearly 100 percent of its transportation fuel. This

poses economic and energy security risks, as oil

imports from politically unstable countries grow

to make up for declining U.S. production. To

increase the diversity of Wisconsin's

transportation fuel mix, state government has

supported the purchase and use of alternative

fueled vehicles and refueling stations through

grants and technical assistance.

However, rising motor fuel use has increased

ground-level ozone pollution, which is one

reason six counties in southeastern Wisconsin

failed to meet federal air quality standards. Motor

vehicles account for about 40 percent of ozone-

related emissions. This form of ozone pollution

causes respiratory ailments and damages plants,

rubber, fabrics and other materials.

Federal legislation encourages businesses,

citizens and governmernt to move toward a

cleaner and more energy efficient transportation

system that is less reliant on imported oil. The

1990 Clean Air Act Amendments mandated the

development of air quality plans for areas like

Southeast Wisconsin that do not meet federal air

quality standards.

nY.

50%

30%

10% Real Costper

* Gasollne Use Population Miles Traveled W/i Automobile
-1%Per Fleet

Automobile Efficiency

-30%

-50% Does not Include Inflation or changes In the price of vehicles,
Insurance, malnlenance. depreclatIon or other charges.

Source: Wiscosrn Division of EnergyI

.70%
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Although a significant portion of the ozone

problem in the area can be attributed to wind

borne transport from outside Wisconsin, the non-

attainment area in southeastern Wisconsin is still

required to cut ozone-related emissions 60

percent by 2007. To comply with the Clean Air: -

Act Amendments, Wisconsin has developed plans

to offset growth in emissions by reducing growth

in vehicle miles traveled and the number of drive-

alone trips. In an effort to meet these challenges,

the Wisconsin Department of Transportation

7 (DOT), demonstrating Wisconsin's commitment

to new technologies and innovative policies,

develops environmental and energy sensitive

intermodal transportation plans.

Vehicle Fuel Efficiency

Since 1973, gasoline use has increased 17.7

percent in Wisconsin despite a 60 percent

increase in the average efficiency of Wisconsin's

automobile fleet (Figure 8.3). This improvement

in automobile efficiency was triggered by

Figure 8.3 Corporate Average Fuel Efficiency (CAFE)

Wisconsin standards set by Congress in 1975. These,
Automobile Fleet standards required auto makers to increase the
Efficiency and
Real Gasoline ;average efficiency of new cars to 27.5 miles per

Prices, 1973-1999 gallon by 1985.

2.50 A . - . ; . .. 25.0

. . : * . . , WI Automobile Fleet Effidericy

2.00 20.0-

1.50 - Real Gaoline Pdce 15.0 E

.Source:
1 rsconsin )Mslon of Energy . . . .:

1900 - ' 191 0.0
1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999

The average efficiency of new vehicles has

leveled off since 1985, and the efficiency of

Wisconsin's vehicle fleet has leveled off since

1990. The trend to increasing efficiency leveled

off as real gasoline prices dropped, standards for

new vehicles remained unchanged and

'Wisconsin residents purchased more light duty

trucks, sport utility vehicles and vans. Gasoline

use has increased 19 percent over the last decade

(1990-1999) as travel continues to grow.

Further, the driving public rates comfort, safety,

convenience, image and initial purchase price over

fuel efficiency when purchasing a new vehicle.

With less interest in energy efficient vehicles, the

automobile industry has lacked a market for more

efficient vehicles. However, with motor fuel prices

increasing and spiking during the spring/summer

of 2000 and again this spring, the public interest

in fuel efficient vehicles is returning.

Purchasing more fuel efficient vehicles is an

effective way to reduce motor fuel costs, lower

emissions and reduce Wisconsin's reliance on

imported petroleum. However, raising vehicle

efficiency reduces the cost of driving, which

encourages people to drive more. Thus, increased

vehicle efficiency must be instituted in concert

with other initiatives to reduce the demand for

and provide alternatives to driving.

Boutique Gasolines

The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments required

six counties in southeastern Wisconsin to use a

more environmentally benign gasoline, called
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reformulated gasoline (RFG). The reformulated

gasoline used in the southeastern Wisconsin area

is unique in that it uses ethanol as the oxygenate,

while RFG sold in other areas of the country uses

alternative chemicals as the oxygenate. This

results in southeastern Wisconsin relying on a

boutique/specialty gasoline. If refinery or pipeline

problems occur, it is difficult to find replacement

sources of gasoline. RFG with ethanol and RFG

with MTBE can not be mixed in storage tanks

because the mixture of the two fuels would no

longer satisfy the required performance standards.

Today in the United States there are 15 different

types of gasoline. Each was intended to be the

most cost effective air quality blend for a

particular area. However, this actually increases

the problems refiners encounter in producing

and distributing gasoline throughout the U.S.

and responding to regional supply problems.

The boutique RFG serving the southeastern

Wisconsin area is one of the factors that caused

Wisconsin gasoline prices to spike last year.

During times when the gasoline supply and

distribution system is under stress, boutique fuels

can give large refiners the ability to manipulate

prices by withholding inventories. This is why,

this spring, Governor McCallum wrote to

President Bush requesting that he "directly

convey to the chief executive officers of the major

petroleum and distribution companies that

withholding gasoline supplies to further drive up

already high prices is unacceptable." Governor

McCallum is also supportive of President Bush's

National Energy Policy recommendation which

directs federal agencies to explore ways to

increase the flexibility of the fuel distribution

infrastructure, improve fungibility, and provide

added gasoline market liquidity.

Market for Alternative Fuels and

Alternative Fuel Vehicles

One way to ease concerns regarding energy

supplies, particularly those associated with

petroleum based motor fuel supplies, is through

the use of alternative transportation fuels.

Wisconsin can, through a cooperative effort

between the public and private sectors, realize

the full potential of alternative fuels in meeting

the energy needs of Wisconsin.

The Wisconsin Alternative Fuels Task Force, in

partnership with the University of Wisconsin -

Milwaukee (UWM) Center for Alternative Fuels,

is working to increase awareness, availability and

consumption of alternative fuels through various

initiatives and programs throughout Wisconsin.

The current objective of the task force and UWM

is to build up the alternative fuels infrastructure

for such fuels as ethanol, compressed natural gas

(CNG), liquefied natural gas (LNG), propane,

electricity, biodiesel and others. According to

President Bush's National Energy Policy, the

barriers to increased alternative fuel usage

include marginal cost (the price difference

between an alternative fuel vehicle and a

conventional fuel vehicle), reduced vehicle range

and limited refueling infrastructure (tdo few

refueling stations). The report also states that

there are currently more than 450,000 alternative -
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fuel vehicles (AFVs) and over 1.5 million flexible -Use and Production of Ethanol

fuel vehicles (FFVs) that operate on any mixture

of ethanol and/or gasoline. With the large

number of 'alternative fuel ready" vehicles on

the road, increasing the number of alternative

fuel refueling stations is an urgent need.

A model initiative for possible expansion is the

E85 Infrastructure Development Initiative for

Southeast Wisconsin. This initiative is

administered through the Wisconsin Alternative

Fuels Task Force and the UWM Center for

Alternative Fuels. The initiative will site ten E85

retail refueling stations in Southeast Wisconsin

over the next two years. The project will promote

a public-private partnership through the use of

grants to aid private station owners with the cost

of purchasing and installing the new equipment.

The stations will be located for easy access by

public fleets and be available for use by private

citizens. Using this initiative as a model,

alternative refueling stations could be added in

other parts of the state, as well. The goal would

be to create an alternative fuels refueling corridor

along popularly traveled Interstate routes.

Wisconsin will encourage the private' sector

to develop an infrastructure'of retail refueling

stations throughout the state that will allow

for increased use of alternative fuels.

The Department of Transportation will study

the' effects of alternative fuels on the

transportation fund.

In addition to increasing the demand for alternative

fuels and vehicles, we can take steps to produce

our own supply of ethanol as an alternative

transportation fuel. In Wisconsin, an ethanol

producers' incentive would benefit the state's

farmers, ethanol producers and, most importantly,

the state's citizens through an alternative home

grown source of transportation fuel.

The incentive would entice development of ethanol

producing facilities in Wisconsin. Other states,

including Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska,

Kansas, Montana, North Dakota and South

Dakota, have already experienced positive results

through the use of a producers incentive program.

Wisconsin has enacted legislation providing a 20

cent per gallon incentive for ethanol produced in

,Wisconsin. To qualify, a company must produce

at least 10 million gallons of ethanol annually,

and it is eligible for an incentive on' the first 15

million gallons it produces in a year. However, at

present no funding has been appropriated to

fund this incentive program.

Fund the 20 cent per gallon ethanol

producers' incentive as recommended in the

Governor's Biennial Budget request to

provide S3 million for FY 2003.
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Transportation, Energy, Environment

and Land Use Policies

Land use patterns have long term transportation,

energy and environmental impacts. Low density

land development patterns increase automobile

travel, congestion, road improvement needs,

energy use and environmental impacts at the

same time that they reduce the practicality of

mass transit, walking and biking. The Southeast

Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission
Figure 8.4 estimates that suburban growth around the

Increase In Milwaukee area accounted for over half the
Drive-Alone Travel
In Wisconsin increase in regional travel between 1963 and
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Transportation has developed a land use strategy

that provides incentives and technical assistance

through state partnerships with local

governments. These serve to coordinate land use

and transportation planning and promote better

local planning. Also, the state enacted "smart

growth" legislation in 1999, which requires all

municipalities to develop a transportation plan

that recognizes and supports land use and

environmental policies. However, better data and

analytical tools are needed to fully evaluate the

complex interactions between transportation,

land use, energy use and the environment.

Alternative Transportation Options

Continued growth in vehicle miles traveled will

result in increased congestion. Congestion

inhibits the movement of people, goods and

information and results in lost productivity and

psychological stress. Travel data from the 1990

U.S. Census shows a 37 percent increase in the

number of drive-alone trips to work in Wisconsin

since 1980, while most alternative modes of

transportation declined (Figure 8.4). The main

contributors to this increase were dispersed

development, declining household size and

demographic changes. Wisconsin data from the

2000 Census is not yet available but is expected

to show the trend of increased dependence on

drive-alone trips to have continued.

Studies have concluded that the economic costs

of rush hour congestion are much higher than

the direct costs of operating a vehicle.

som.w:
Operation Ozone: Cleaning
the Air In Wisconsin,
Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources. AIr
mafnalement Bureau.
January 1"4. 2000 Cenrus
data is not available.

1991. Mixed-use land development patterns that

accommodate and encourage transit, bicycling

and walking could reduce automobile travel,

gasoline use and emissions and improve air

quality. However, this can be difficult if state and

local land use policies and practices conflict, lack

coordination and are not well enforced.

Recognizing the important link between

transportation and land use, the Department of)
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Developing alternatives to single occupancy

vehicle trips can help alleviate congestion and

reduce energy use.

The state Department of Transportation, the

federal Clean Air Act Amendments and the

Energy Policy Act all provide incentives for a

. wide variety of transportation demand

management (TDM) measures to help reduce

single occupancy trips. TDM measures include

: mass transit,'carpooling, van-pooling, bicycling,

walking, telecommuting and alternative work

arrangements. Many of these initiatives are.

funded through DOT's Transportation Demand

Management grant program. In addition,

companies are encouraged to develop

transportation management associations -

partnerships between neighboring public and

private sector employers - to coordinate and

maximize the efficiency of their TDM strategies.

Most TDM initiatives are relatively inexpensive

compared to highway improvements. However,

research by the Southeast Wisconsin Regional

Planning Commission shows that their

effectiveness in reducing automobile trips and

congestion is considerably less than improvements

due to vehicle technologies, fuel efficiency and

land use initiatives. Yet TDM strategies provide

important benefits for urban areas.

Government Travel

State government will reconfirm and reintensify

its commitment to reduce transportation energy

use and to employ transportation energy savings

strategies in its own operations. State standards

specify that 'Employees are encouraged to plan

all travel with the principles of fiscal austerity

-and energy conservation in mind and to make

maximum use of telephone, facsimile machines

and postal service as a way to minimize the need

to travel.' They also state, 'Management shall

.encourage employees to use state pool cars

whenever feasible and whenever an automobile

is required for conducting official state business

unless a state-owned vehicle is already

personally assigned."

DOA will closely monitor state employee travel

and employ communication alternatives

whenever feasible. This effort will also

encourage employee use of state pool cars and

consideration of preferential parkin- treatment

for fuel efficient vehicles.

,, r
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More than a decade of low energy prices and

plentiful energy supplies has fueled economic

growth in Wisconsin. However, the efficiency

with which we use energy in our economy has

begun to level off. This has made Wisconsin

increasingly reliant on imported fuels to meet 96

percent of our energy needs. Continued growth

in the global economy and population will make

us increasingly vulnerable to external

fluctuations in energy prices and supplies. It also

will pose new risks to our environment and

quality of life.

These real and potentially costly risks are best

mitigated through state policies that encourage

adequate supply of energy resources and the

ability to transport them into and around the

state. Policies also should encourage efficient

energy use and diverse, sustainable and clean

energy supplies.

Wisconsin has a unique opportunity to expand

on its long history of progressive energy

leadership. The electric industry is in the midst

of fundamental change. Market forces have

begun to increase competition and reshape the

industry, even in areas without specific

restructuring legislation. Wisconsin must give

rational and thoughtful deliberation to the

structure and type of regulatory oversight that

will provide greater choices and benefits for all

consumers, enhance the competitive position of

Wisconsin businesses and continue to protect the

environment

This policy presents a comprehensive, long term

and flexible strategy to meet Wisconsin's unique

and evolving energy needs. It calls for increased

electric generation, using a diverse fuel mix that

will not put the state at risk to market volatility

in fuel markets. It calls for increased electric

transmission infrastructure to move electric

power to areas of need and assure that all

Wisconsin homes and businesses have a

dependable source of power.

It emphasizes partnerships and market based

solutions to increase energy efficiency and the

use of renewable energy in our homes, farms,

buildings, industries and transportation system.

It supports initiatives to improve the productivity

of Wisconsin businesses and to expand

opportunities for energy efficient technologies to

create new, high-wage jobs.

It offers a long term approach to reduce the

energy burden on low income people, while

saving tax dollars. It advocates a balanced and
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collaborative approach for redefining

government's energy regulatory role. Finally, it

recognizes the continuing need for quality

education. information and public outreach to

make informed energy decisions.

Cooperation and timely and effective

implementation of the recommendations are

essential if we are to successfully meet the

challenges that face us in the years ahead.
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This document was prepared by:

The Wisconsin Department of Administration

Division of Energy

Additional copies can be obtained

free of charge from:

Wisconsin Division of Energy:

P.O. Box 7868

Madison, WI 53707

(608) 266-8234

Or by downloading the document from:

www.doa.state.wi.us/depb/boelindex.asp

For more energy efficiency information,

visit the following Web site:

www.wifocusonenergycom

For more information on energy services

for low income households, visit:

www.heat wi.us
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